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TORNADOES STRIKE
MIDWEST CLEANS UP AFTER HEAVY STORMS
By Don Bat/win
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UTICA, 111. — Searchers
pulled eight bodies from the
rubble of a tornado-flattened
tavern yesterday, a day after
dozens of twisters tore through
the Midwest.
Authorities said they do not
believe anyone else is missing.
Coroner Jody Bernard said the
dead, who were found in various
locations of the Milestone
Tavern, ranged in age from 18 to
81.
The twister cut a wide swath of
destruction in this small town 90
miles southwest of Chicago,
turning homes and businesses
into piles of brick and splintered
wood. More than 10 people were
taken to hospitals and at least six
remained yesterday afternoon.
"It was like my brain wasn't
comprehending what my eyes
were seeing," said )ohn Devore,
who rushed his family into the
basement and looked outside
about 15 seconds later. "1 said,
'Well, it looks like the car's OK,'
and then a split-second later,
'Wait a minute. I'm not supposed to be able to see my car.
Where the hell's my garage?'"
The tornado blew roofs off
many buildings in Utica, including the grade school. A nearby
chain-link fence was covered by
insulation blown from homes. A
birthday card signed "Low,
Brian" rested against the fence.
A metal silo at the grain elevator was toppled, and a chunk of

it was '.Mapped around a stop
sign. A wall of bricks from a
downtown bar fell onto a car
parked next to the building.
On houses that officials had
checked for injuries, marks of
"OK" were spray-painted in
orange and pink.
The
heaviest
damage
occurred at the two-story
Milestone Tap, the century-old
watering hole where at least four
people died. The crumbling
sandstone foundation slowed
rescuers' efforts as they gingerly
dug through the sandy ruins.
Five people were pulled alive
from the rubble shortly after the
storm hit.
Gov. Rod Blagojevich visited
Utica and other communities
and declared four counties disaster areas. Federal Emergency
Management Agency officials
planned to visit today to see if
they qualify for disaster relief.
The tornado that devastated
Utica was one of dozens that
smashed through the Midwest.
Indiana also was hard hit and
leanLaclatAPFHolo
Iowa, Nebraska and Oklahoma
BLOWN AWAY: Tree limbs and other debris from a devastating tornado blocks the road in Utica, III.
reported twisters as well.
Authorities said three to six
The dead were identified as
people suffered minor injuries in approaching in time to give a one home in lolict, outside
Jamestown, Ind., northwest of warning, and no injuries were Chicago and damaged about 60 Larry Ventrice, 49; Wayne Ball,
homes and a bank in Granvillc, 63; Marian Ventrice, 50; Bev
Indianapolis. Four tractor-trail- reported.
Wood, 67; Helen Menkc. 81;
"You know the rides they have near Utica, officials said.
ers were reported blown off
Sheriff's Deputy left Whalen. Carol Shulpies. 40; Mike Miller.
at amusement parks, where the
highways.
More than 30 teenagers were roof raises and then drops like who saw the Utica tornado out 18; and lav Vesane, 47.
attending a party at a skating it's going to hit you? That's what of his kitchen window, said the
arena in Kokomo, Ind., when a it was like," said lill Foster, spon- twister "was about the size of
four houses."
tornado tore off the roof. sor of one group of skaters.
"It's one of those things you
A storm also collapsed a drugEmployees saw the twister
store roof and destroyed at least see once in a lifetime," he said.

SPRING SHOWERS

Mock rape trial
produces hung jury
By Latoya Hunter
REPORTER

Photo Pro,il.jd

TREAD CAREFULLY: A van drives down a flooded Troup Street yesterday afternoon as heavy rains hit Bowling Green. According to the
National Weather Service, the Toledo area received .31 inches of rain
yesterday with wind speeds reaching a high of 38 mph.

A carefully recreated courtroom at the Union theater set the
stage for people to witness the
complexities that can occur in a
rape trial.
Planned as part of Sexual
Awareness Month, the mock rape
trial was a portrayal of an alleged
rape involving two University
students.
Composed of scenarios that
are capable of happening at the
University, the event was
designed to make the University
community aware of the process,
that takes place when crimes
such as these occur,
University student Jamie
Dowling, who played the alleged
victim, accused lames Williams
of raping her after a party in

which both students were drink- Bishop, brought a sense of realism to the event as he portrayed
ing.
The complexities of the accu- his actual occupation.
Witnesses included the victim,
sation surfaced as new evidence
came forward concerning die accuser, the police officer, a
whether or not the sex was con- nurse and a friend of the accused.
While the setsensual.
"She was a "The law says that ting was designed
to be as accurate
little resistant
a woman never as
possible, the
at first, but I
gives
up
her
right
audience, which
figured it was
played the part of
cause she was
to say no."
the jury, was
nervous" said
allowed to ask the
GARY BISHOP,
the defendant
witnesses several
as part of his
VICTIM'S LAWYER
questions before
defense.
Was she coherent enough to being given die chance to delibdecide to have sex with the erate. Following the deliberation,
accused? That was up to the jury the groups of audience members
came back with a hung jury.
to decide.
Audience members were then
"The law says that a woman
never gives up her right to say
no," said Gary Bishop to die jury.
RAPE. PAGE 2

Oklahoma conspiracy claims not dismissed
ByTunTalley
ASSOCIATED PRESS WRITER

McALESTER, Okla. — A judge refused to
dismiss the murder case yesterday against
Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Terry
Nichols and restricted defense attorneys' ability to argue there was a wider conspiracy than
the government has acknowledged.
Judge Steven Taylor found no basis for
defense claims that the prosecution withheld evidence important to Nichols' case.

He said the defense request for a dismissal
was "laced with melodrama but no substance."
"Most of the claimed new evidence is not
new at all," Taylor said.
Nichols' attorneys alleged last week that the
prosecution was withholding evidence that
there were other suspects in the bombing
who have never been charged, including
members of a white supremacist robbery
gang and residents of Elohim City, a white

™

FOUR-DAY FORECAST
The four-day forecast is taken
from weather.com
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Union Programming will
host a Texas Hold 'Em
poker competition
tonight in the Falcon's
Nest beginning at 7 p.m.

MUM
■j.

25 individuals present
into the contest. Both
contestants and audience members will haVe
the opportunity to win
prizes throughout the
evening.
'

MONDAY

Few
Showers

High: 60*
Low. 45*
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With temperatures rising and
spring officially here. University
organization, Dry Dock, could
not have picked a better week to
host Spring Fest 2004.
Dry Dock is a student organization that promotes non-alcoholic events on campus for students participation. Spring Fest is
a week of events that allows students to enjoy everything from a
poetry slam to a basketball game
and an-after party.
lohnathan Uarrell, president
of Dry Dock is enthusiastic
about being able to provide a
variety of activities for students
in a non-alcoholic environment
and addressed the issue of peer
pressure tli.ti may lie in a college
town atmosphere.
"A lot of students might feel
peer pressure to drink alcohol
and not everyone wants to
drink," Uarrell said. "Students
aged 18 to 22 might succumb to
peer pressure and drink even
when they really don't want to."
Dry Dock's 20 members and
five officers have not only promoted Spring Fest 2004 on campus, but at college campuses in
Toledo and Michigan as well.
"This is the eighth annual
Spring Fest," I larrell said, "so a lot
of people are remembering it
and are participating in it again."
"People also come from other
schools if they have friends interested in the events," Uarrell said.
Events that have already been
a part of tiiis week's Spring Fest
include a Creative Minds Poetry
Slam Tuesday, which Harrell
described as "well-attended."
Yesterday evening was a night
dedicated to free food and discussing the responsible way to
drink, should students decide to.
Tonight Dry Dock will host a
Sex Education class in Olscamp
211 at 7 p.m. with free pop and
pizza. A Spring Festival Party will
be held in Eppler Gym Friday
night from 10 p.m. to 2 am.
Saturday, the final day for
events, will include an Alpha vs.
Kappa basketball game, which is
also free, and an Eppler Gym
After-Party from 10 p.m. to 2 a.m.
All events are free and open to
the public. A small fee will be collected for admittance into Friday
and Saturday night's parties if
one arrives after 11:45 p.m.
Dry Dock plans out their week
of activities by spending fall
semester talking with students
and uncovering what activities
students would be interested in
attending.
Dry Dock is also active in community service and aspires to
take a group trip to MTV's Total
Request Live in the near future.

BRIEFING
The event, which is open
Texas Hold 'Em
to students, faculty and
staff, will enter the first
poker competition

SUNDAY

Few
Showers

By Monica Frost

BG NEWS

supremacist enclave in Oklahoma.
"These are not new theories and this is not
new evidence," the judge said.
If Nichols' attorneys want to introduce evidence about other suspects in the bombing,
they must show such people made overt acts
to further the bomb plot, Taylor said. And he
said no such showing has been made.
Nichols, 49, is on trial on state murder

SATURDAY

Dry dock
hosts eighth
annual
spring fest

High: 63"
Low: 42°

»!»?»

Few
Showers

High:61"
Low: 38"
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No dismissal for Terry Nichols
TRIAL FROM PAGE 1

charges thai could bring the
death penalty.
He and Timothy McVeigh were
previously convicted on federal
charges in the April 19, 1995,
bombing of the Oklahoma City
federal building that killed 168
people.
They were the only people
charged with direct involvement
in the plot.
McVeigh was executed in 2001
and Nichols was sent to prison

for life.
of no videotape.
The materials that Nichols'
"There is no such videotape,"
attorneys
Taylor said.
claimed were
Taylor's
"Most of the claimed
withheld
ruling came
new
evidence
is
not
included
a
before more
Secret Service
testimony
new at all."
document
from
the
STEVEN TAYLOR, JUDGE
describing
prosecution's star
security video
footage of the attack. A Secret witness, Michael Fortier, a friend
Service agent had testified that of McVeigh and Nichols.
this document exists, but said it
On cross-examination yesterwas based on unverified informa- day, Fortier said he never spoke to
tion and the government knows Nicholsaboutaplottobomb the

Oklahoma City federal building,
or the government siege at the
Branch Davidian compound in
Waco, Texas, or any anti-government views.
Prosecutors say the Oklahoma
City bombing was a twisted
attempt to avenge the deaths of
about 80 people in the Waco
stage,
felly MffAPfM
Fortier is serving a 12-year
RELIEVED:
Darlene
Welch,
whose
niece
was
killed
in
the
Oklahoma
sentence for knowing about the
bomb plot and not telling City Murrah Federal Building bombing, gives the thumbs-up to the
media after a judge refused to dismiss the murder case against
authorities.
Oklahoma City bombing conspirator Terry Nichols.

WWW@UNION Audience members: topic
warrants urgency at Univ.
RAPE, FROM PAGE 1

Glenn Bailey BG News

PERFORMANCE: Katie Stanko preforms last night at Wild, Wacky
Wednesday at the Union. The event was sponsored by Union
Programs.

allowed to see a video depicting
the actual events of die alleged
crime. The video depicted the victim actually saying "no" the
accused, making him guilty of the
crime of sexual banery.
The judge, played by Women's
Center Community Educator
Heath Hubcr, then let the audience know that in most cases, the
defendant, if found guilty would
have received one to five years in
jail for the charge of sexual battery.
For Dowling who played the
victim, the character portrayal did
more for her than she actually
expected.
"1 saw the tremendous courage
that some may have to have in
order to come forward with sexual assault," she said.
For those who attended the
event, die realism of the mock
trial brought a new sense of
urgency.
"It seemed very real and it
touched my heart to see that this
process really does happen to
people" said student Tiffany
Johnson
torn Ginn BG News
Editor's Note: For more
lesources on sexual assault contact ON TRIAL Gary Bishop, portraying the victim's lawyer in last nights
the Health Center at: 372-2271
mock rape trial, addresses the jury. The event was sponsored by
The Coalition Against Sexual Offenses in honor of Sexual Assault
Awareness Month.

BG NEWS
BRIEFING
UA0 to host national
video, PC game tour
tomorrow
They've been to University of
Texas at Austin, University of
Louisiana, University of
Nebraska, Indiana University
and 10 other colleges including
MAC competitor Marshall
University. And now, they're
coming to the University.
Game Live Events, which features the latest trends in video
and computer games, will set
up camp at the University
tomorrow from Noon-5 p.m. in
the Union Ballroom. The event,
sponsored by UAO, is one of 20
stops the group will make in
their spring college tour.
Admission is free and game
play is unlimited.
The event will feature 50
screens for students to try their
hand at top-rated PlayStation 2,
Xbox, Ninentendo GarneCube
and computer game titles.
Games to be featured at the
event include: "lames Bond
007: Everything or Nothing",
"Far Cry, The Suffering", "NBA
Bailers", "MLB Slugfest:
Loaded", "the U. S. Army's
America's Special Forces" and
"MVP Baseball".
Also, the Nokia N-Gage will
demonstrate wireless games.
For more information contact UAO at: 372-2486.

YOU AIN'T GETTING PUNK'D HERE!
}UST ANNOUNCED FOR COLLEGE GRADSAND GRADUATE STUDENTS!
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PASSION OF THE CHRIST DIALOGUE TONIGHT

CAMPUS

The Muslim Student Association and Cru are hosting a
discussion tonight at 7 p.m. in 111 Olscamp to explore the
"Passion of the Christ." Speakers include Imam Siraj
Wahhaj from MSA and Steve Rieske, Cru staff member.

get a ufe
^^^^^^

[he calendar of events is taken from
hltp-7/www.bgsaedii/calendar/calerKlarJitml

8 am.- 11p.m.
Tie-Dye Thorn sponsored by
UAO

Education Building steps

I
j

Register at Information Center
in Union

11 a.m. -5 p.m.
American Red Cross blood
drive
Union Multipurpose Room

315 Union

Union lobby

Noon - 4 p.m.
Greek Week Info. Table
Sponsored by IFC and
Panhellenic
Union Lobby

11 a.m. - 3 p.m.
Golf Scramble Sign-up
Sponsored by Pi Kappa Alpha
Union lobby

Noon - 4 p.m.
Domestic Violence Info. Fable
Sponsored by Social Work 326
Union lxil)by

Noon - 2 p.m.
Scenes from "Amphitryon"
The German Dept. will be acting out scenes in German from
their upcoming play
"Amphitryon."
Union Otnl

l-3p.m.
Roving Anise Digital
Photography
The Talent Network will provide free digital photos to students using a variety of props
and backgrounds
Union Mezzanine

8 a.m. - 611. ii i.

2004 MFA Thesis Exhibition I
Sponsored by the Fine Arts
Center Galleries
Union Galleries
8:30 am - 4 p.m.
10th Annual latino Issues
Conference to feature 'Dirty

Girls'Author
Prior registration required
Union Ballroom
10 a.m. -4 p.m.
MFA Thesis Exhibition
Sponsored by the Fine Arts
Center Galleries
Dorothy Uber Bryan and
WillarclWankelman Galleries
10 a.m. -6 p.m.
Ticket Sales for Race against
AIDS

Sponsored by Kenya 5K Benefit
Run organization
Union lobby

^H
^^^^^^

11 a.m. -1 p.m.
Falcons for Life Info. Table

Noon - 3 p.m.
NAACP Membership Drive
Union Lobby
Noon -1 p.m.
Yoga Class
Week five of a six week session
$40 each session.

4:30 p.m.
Shaw me the money—Or at
least how to manage it effectively. The Alumni Association
welcomes Mary Beth Williams,
'87 alumni, personal finance
instructor and Alumni Board of

Directors member from San
Diego. With this hands-on
workshop, you can learn how
to manage your finances to
best suit your needs, identify
your own personal financial
goals and gain an overall bener
understanding of the basics of
personal finance.
To make a reservation or for
additional information, please
contact the Alumni
Association at 372-2701
208 Union
5- 6 p.m.
First Hour Specials at the Black
Swamp llil]
The Black Swamp Pub is open
daily, 7 p.m. - Midnight and is
now open f'15 p.m. Thursdays
with a "First I lour" special, half
off all appetizers and drinks
(excluding bottomless drinks]
The Black Swamp I'll!)
5 - 7 p.m.
50th Anniversary of Brown vs.
Board of Education
The Department of Ethnic
Studies presents an event commemorating the 50th anniversary of Drown vs. Board of

that went before the Supreme
Court in 2003.
Union theater

members! Please bring a towel
with you.
The University Dance Alliance
is a student organization under
the auspices of the Dance
Program of UMSLS.
222 lippler North

6- 7 pan.
The University Dance Alliance
presents Massage
Taught by'lYaci Grams.

licensed in ITierapcutic
Massage
S3 for nonmembers: free to

THE BLOTTER
Tuesday, April 20:
Sean Odrobiank, Crown Point.
Ind.. was cited for speeding on
Mercer Road
Complainant reported a suspicious male sleeping in the lounge of
the Technology Buulding. A written
warning for trespassing was given
and subject was told to stay off
campus.
Complainant reported an incident
that occurred in Lot 2 Monday
Complainant reported some items
were stolen from the Ice Arena.
Complainant reported her bookbag and purse were stolen from the
Union.

Complainant witnessed a hit and
run in Lot A.
Complainant reported a subject
banging on a door in Phi Kappa Tau.
Subject was gone upon arrival.
University Police are investigating
a suspicious vehicle on campus
found in Lot J.
Two residents in Compton were
referred to Student Discipline for
underage drinking.
A verbal warning was given to »
subject on Clough Street for one
headlight Subject was also given a
verbal warning lor using someone
else's parking decal.

Education, the 1954 Supreme
(Sour) decision striking down
racial segregation in public
schools. Keynote speaker
Miranda Massie was the lead
defense attorney for the
student intervenors in the case,
Cruller vs. Bollinger, the
1 Iniviisiiy of Michigan law
School affirmative action case

Don't leave campus without them!
All continuing students should be registered
for Fall Semester Classes by the end of Aprill
Sponsored by Advising Network
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OPINION

"While playing golf today I hit two good
balls. I stepped on a rake."
Comedian HENNY YOUNGMAN.
(■mnaif^qixikvumil

Maturity does exist in the world
She put a lot of trust in Kelley
to report the truth, and Kelley
did not hold up his end of the
bargain.
Still, as editor, lurgensen is
responsible for the actions of her
writers.
A USA Today article cites a
memo which included a statement from lurgensen, who had
served as editor since 1999.
"The sad lessons learned by all
in this dreadful situation will
make USA Today a stronger, bet-

It's always refreshing to see
people take responsibility for
their actions — or even the
actions of others.
Tuesday, Karen lurgensen did
just that
She resigned as editor of USA
Today, one month after a staff
reporter, lack Kelley, was found
to have plagiarized and fabricated many of his stories.
Was it lurgensen's fault?
Short answer — no. She didn't
make up any stories.

ter newspaper," lurgensen said.
USA Today publisher Craig
Moon commended lurgensen
on her work at the newspaper
since she began working there in
1982.
"For 21 years, Karen worked
tirelessly to build USA Today into
the nation's largest newspaper,"
Moon said in the same memo.
"As a result of her efforts, Karen
has improved both die presentation and the content of the
newspaper. She will be missed."

Change is hard: try to anyway
BRAD
CUSTIS
)pinion Columnist
Spring is here, school is almost
over and graduation is here.
Many of us have decisions on
what job to take for summer,
where to live or what classes to
take. Our lives seem to always be
moving and just as the weather
has seasons, there are their seasons in our lives.
But there are also attitudes,
thoughts and behaviors that we
tiiink we cannot change and
never will. They are things we
have gotten into the habit of
doing
Being a Christian, 1 believe
that God can change people,
lesus has called us to change,
and in the word of one of my
friends, "God loves us too much
to keep us like we are."
To me, it's obvious that there
are things we cannot change. For
example, we cannot change
whether our eyes are green,
brown or any other color (colored contacts don't count!). We
are born that way.
No matter how much we want
to be taller or shorter, we do not
have any control over these
characteristics. But we do have a
choice on how we act, believe
and think.
lesus gave us a gift when he
died on the cross and made a
way for us to have a relationship
with a Holy God in a way that
was not available before. One
aspect of His gift of salvation is
that he will help us to change

and grow as people.
One of my favorite examples
in the Bible is when a woman
who had been caught in the act
of adultery was brought before
the Scribes and Pharisees with
intentions of stoning her.
1 lowever, lesus came to her
rescue and said to her accusers
that the one without sin cast the
first stone, lesus wrote on the
ground for each one. Then they
left the woman alone because
they were convicted by their own
conscience.
Each one of the Pharisees and
Scribes left once the only person
standing there without sin was
lesus So, did Jesus cast a stone at
her and condemn her?
No
You know what he told her?
"Neither do I condemn you:
go, and sin no more."
He did not embarrass her or
say she had to be perfect. But he
added, "Go, and sin no more."
He did not want her to go back
to the situation she was in, he
told her to change for her benefit.
lesus is the difference maker
in the life of a Christian. When
we encounter him and experience salvation, there is no way
that we can stay the same person
we were before we encountered
him.
Now, is change easy? No way!
I know that when I first
became a Christian 1 had sins in
my life that were easy to mm
from, but then there were sins
that hare been very hard to
change in my life. But with lesus,
the sins that have haunted me
and those I have struggled with

have become less and less of a
temptation.
The Bible talks about how you
will not be tempted any more
than you can take, but that God
will make a way of escape that
you can bear the temptation.
God makes ways out for us when
we are tempted, but we have to
choose to take those ways of
escape.
God will not make you change
because he gave you free will to
choose to follow him or to live
how you want. When you choose
to follow lesus it is a heart
change and he starts to show
you things in your life that you
never saw before.
lesus has given us the ability to
overcome the besetting sins and
habits in our lives that hinder us
from really knowing him in an
intimate way. As you start reading the Bible on a regular basis
and hanging out with him, you
start to see how you want to be
more like lesus every day.
lesus starts to show you the
wrong attitudes, thoughts and
behaviors when you follow him.
He does not condemn you, but
he shows you how to overcome.
Above all else you will start to see
how lesus loves you and I
Change is a life-long process
and following lesus is like running a marathon, not a rabbit
race Life is not given to flight of
foot, but to the persistent heart
that does not quit the race of
running with lesus. So, let's get
running!

Plagiarism and fabrication of
stories are hot topics recently,
considering that lack Kelley joins
the ranks of Jayson Blair (who
was fired from the New York
Times in 2003) and Stephen
Glass (who was fired from the
New Republic magazine in
1998).
lobs at the top are hard to
achieve and we credit professionals who are willing to step
aside for the greater good.
But this practice isn't isolated

coaching staff, players or even
fans, but he didn't. He took the
bullet so that the program could
improve.
He was right.
The Falcons finished 2-9 in
2000, but since then, they have
yet to win fewer than eight
games in a season.
Blackney and lurgensen were
examples of prominent figures
acting with a certain level of
maturity—something we don't
see enough.

Sex has no place in
PEOPLE the adult cinema
ON THE STREET
What channel should
the new TVs in the
Union always have
on?

PAUL BRAVERMAN
FRESHMAN, JOURNALISM

"It's gotta be ESPN."

A.

BILL QUITTENT0N
FRESHMAN, UNDECIDED
"Paul stole my
answer."

E-mail Brad with comments at
bcustis@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Turn to page 11 for more opinion columns.
Thursday's Joke of the Day
A skeleton walks into a bar. He says, "Give me a beer and a mop."

in the worid of journalism.
Remember Gary Blackney?
Blackney was our footbali
coach before Urban Meyer's brief
stint at the University. There had
not been a winning season since
1994, and he felt it was in the
best interest for him to leave.
He announced four games
into the 2000 season that he
would resign at the end of that
season as a result of the team's
poor performance.
He could have blamed his

KYLE BRESETTE
SOPHOMORE,
SPORT MANAGEMENT

'"Chappelle's Show'
reruns all day."

JAMES STRUNK
SENIOR, THEATRE

"Spike TV, only
because of "MXC"

too good for too long? Let them
be teased and enticed, but if
they want to see anything
"good," make them talk to actuAssL Opinion Editor al giris and not just those with
AIM screennames.
I understand your concern.
It's a taboo subject, but since I
Taking the sex out of porn
found an article about it on
would essentially turn the adult
CBSNews.com, maybe 1 can
film industry into one that
discuss it after all.
makes a lot of "Sex in the City"
For those fortunate souls who
episodes.
have been sheltered from the
I lowever, I believe that
evils of the world, there has
pomos should still have creative
been an AIDS scare in the adult
yet innuendo titles, such as
film industry.
"Shaving Ryan's Privates" and
Two adult film stars tested
"Lord of the G-Strings."
positive for AIDS — Darren
How about "Eternal Pleasure
lames and Lara Roxx. (Don't you
of the Topless Mind,"" 13 Going
feel em harassed if you recogon 69," or "Thrill Bill, Vol. 2?"
nize those names?)
Admit it — those titles put a
As a result, several porn stars
smile on your face.
have been voluntarily quaranAdult film actors should also
tined, which, if out of work for
keep their corny aliases, such as
even a week, could result in
Summer Tyme.
thousands of movies being left
Besides, there are no shortunmade.
ages of goofy pom names when
Sure, we may feel bad for Mr.
lames, but do we men really
you use the unofficial high
school method of devising
sympathize for a guy who does
them: Your on-screen first
that for a living?
name is either your actual midHowever, AIDS is a sensitive
dle name or the name of a fortopic, especially on a campus
mer pet, and your on-screen
that several other colleges unoflast name can either be the
ficially call "BGSTD."
name of the first street on which
It's cute, I must admit. Those
folks at Miami University, a.k.a.
you were bom.
This is the part of the column
AbercrombieTech, are really
smart.
where I officially announce that
1 know nothing about pornogSince AIDS is a serious issue, I
raphy, but where I will pretend I
looked up some preventative
know a tiling or two about it
measures online.
When you watch these films,
There's a lot of advice on how
to keep yourself STD-free. The
you may notice the same actors
most surefire method of pre"enjoying the company" of difvention is abstinence.
ferent actresses in different
movies. Given this, we can
What a great idea!
assume that adult films are simThat's my advice to the adult
film industry — stop making
ply the part of soap operas that
your actresses have sex with
you don't get to see.
your actors or, regrettably, other
Therefore, the new and
actresses.
improved adult film industry
No longer will the HIV virus
should make movies that have
be a concern to adult cinema
no sex at all. Rather, they should
superstars such as once-candihave fully clothed actors and
date of governor of California
actresses talking about what
Mary Carey.
they did to each other last night.
Or Ms. Summer Tyme. That's
It would help eliminate "the
a great pom name.
clap" it would still arouse the
Ms. Tyme was quoted in the
single crowd and the film would
L. A Times as saying she's "going still hare a happy ending.
to change the way I do things
Well, not "that" kind of happy
now —probably just girl-on-giri
ending.
shoots. Guys, but with conIf you think my idea is crazy,
doms."
just remember where my heart
Well, Summer, what if you
is I'm not making fun of
didn't have to earn your salary
promiscuous behavior — even
by giving it up to the studly
though 1 want to. I'm trying to
repairman?
prevent AIDS here.
Films for grown-ups should
And if I'm not telling die
have less sex. Better yet, no sex
truth, my name isn't Spanky
at all.
Rolandale.
Besides, haven't those lonely
sailors and "Magic The
E-mail Man with comments
Gathering" aficionados had it
at msussma@bgnetbgsu.edu.
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RUSSIA VETOES CYPRUS SECURITY ARRANGEMENT
United Nations (AP) — Russia used its veto yesterday to block
a resolution outlining new U.N. security arrangements in
Cyprus that would take effect if Greek and Turkish Cypriots
vote in favor of reunification this week. The other 14 members of the council voted in favor of the resolution, which
failed because of the Russian vote.

WOR LI)

At least 68 dead after suicide attacks
By AbbasFayadh
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

BASRA. Iraq — Suicide attackers
unleashed car bombings against police
buildings in Iraq's biggest Shiite city yesterday morning, striking rush-hour
crowds and killing at least 68 people,
including 16 children incinerated in
their school buses.
The attacks wounded about 200 people and marked a revival of devastating
suicide bombings, which had not been
seen during this month's battles between
U.S. forces and homegrown guerrillas
across Iraq.
Basra Gov. VVael Abdul-latif, a member of the Iraqi (loverning Council,
blamed al-Qaida, but a U.S. countcrterrorism official said it was premature to
make such judgments.
In Kallujah, the bloodiest battlefield in
April, an agreement aimed at bringing
peace to the city ran into trouble yesterday. Insurgents attacked Marines,
prompting fighting that killed 20 guerrillas. Marines said most weapons turned
in by residents were unusable, undermining a cnicial attempt at disarming

fighters.
About 350 miles to the south, in Basra,
bombers struck at 7 a.m., just as the city's
main street market, near one of the targeted police stations, was opening for
the day. Shoppers were headed to the
stalls of vegetables and other goods, and
children were passing on their way to
school.
The attackers detonated four cars
packed with missiles and TNT in front of
three police stations — one of them next
to Basra's main street market — and a
police academy. An hour later another
car bomb went off outside the police
academy in Zubair. a largely Sunni town
about nine miles from mainly Shiite
Basra.
Police discovered two other car bombs
before they were detonated and arrested
three men in the vehicles, Abdul-Utif
said.
The blast in front of the Saudia police
station wrecked and chaired vehicles,
including school buses taking Undergartners and girls ages 10-15 to school.
Dead children, burned beyond recognition, were pulled from the wreckage.

An Associated Press reporter counted the
bodies of 10 kindergartners and six older
girls at Basra's Teaching Hospital, where
the morgue was full and corpses were left
in the halls.
Nine of the dead and 36 of the wounded were police, Abdul-Latif said.
President Bush condemned the suicide attacks in Basra and in the Saudi
capital, Riyadh, where a car bomb blasted national police headquarters, killing
at least four people and wounding 148.
The U.S. counterterrorism official,
speaking on the condition of anonymity,
said at this point there is no evidence to
suggest the bombings in Iraq and Saudi
Arabia are related.
Bush said it was imperative that the
United States stay the course in Iraq and
help establish a democracy there.
"The Iraqi people are looking at
Americans and saying. 'Are we going to
cut and run again?'" Bush told more than
1,500 AP-member newspapers at the
cooperative's annual meeting. "And we're
not going to cut and run if I'm in the Oval
Office."

NibilAI-braniAP Photo

SEARCHING: Iraqi men search through rubble in the center of Basra after at
least three explosions early yesterday. The near simultaneous blasts hit three
police stations, killing at least 68 people and injuring over 200.
also targeted Shiites: Suicide bombers attacks were planned by Abu Musab aldetonated explosives strapped to their Xarqaqi, a lordanian linked to al-Qaida
bodies among thousands of pilgrims at who they say intends a campaign of
holy shrines in Karhala and Baghdad on spectacular attacks to spark a civil war
March 2. At least 181 people were killed. between Iraq's Shiite Muslim majority
U.S. officials said they believed those and Sunni minority.

The last major suicide attack in Iraq
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A Division of R&B Games - An action packed adventure!
30 Acre Paintball Park -Ten Playing Fields S Speedball
Private Group Outings & Parties ■ Paintball Gun Rental. Sales S Repairs
Largest Paintball Selection in the area
Shop R&B tor all your paintball needs! ymw.rbgames.com
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Toledo's Only Honda Dealer! llteWMI-aB
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Bull Creek Paintball Park - Portage 419-266-4799 • RSB Games - Bowling Green 419-353-2176
RIB Games-Flndley 419-427-2176 • RIB Games - Foslona 4-9-435-4225
Bull Creek Indoor Paintball. 16021 Mermnl Rd Rudolph. 419-266-4799
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354-3533
villagegreen@dacor.net
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SUMMER

AFTER COMPLETING MY ONE-YEAR GRADUATE CERTIFICATE,
I'LL BE SAVING LIVES EVERY DAY.
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Summer
Register now for summer classes and enjoy more
class options. It's the smart start. Call 419-433-5560 or
visit www.firelands.bgsu.edu for more information.
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The courses in bold are guaranteed not to be can celled due to low enrollment.
Term

Course

Time/Days

Term

Course

Time/Days

S/1fr5/2S

ASTR 201
ECON 202
E DAS 409
EDFI 408
ENG 301
HOPS 106
HDFS421
HDF5 423
PSYC310
SOC 101
WS200

1-4 pm MTWRF
8:30-11 30 am MTWRF
12-3:45 pmMTRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
8:30-11:30 am MTWRF
9 am-12 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF
1-4 pm MTWRF

6/1 7/2
(conl.J

HIST 206
IPC 102
JOUR 100
MATH 095
MATH 115
MATH 120
MATH 126
MATH 131
MATH 213
PHIL 101
PHIL 319
POLS 110
POLS 347
PSYC 101
SOC 101
SOC 231

6-9 pm TWR
8-10 am MTWR; 8 am F
10 am 12:15 pm MTWR
1-4 pm TWR
10 am 1 pm TWR
8:15 am-12 pm MTWR
5 30-9:15 pm MTWR
8 15 am-12 pm MTWR
6-9 pm MTW
6-10:30 pm TR
6-10:30 pm MW
10 am-1 pm TWR
6 9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pm MTWR
6-9 pm TWR
10 am-1 pmMTW

6/14-8/6

8IOL 205
MATH 090

1 4:30 pm MTWR
6-8 pm TWR

7/6876

ACS 250
ART 101
BIOl 332
EDTL 302
ENG 200
ENG 480/586
IPC 102
MATH 115
MIS 200

7 45-10 am MTWR
1-4 pm MTWR
8:30 am 12:30 pm MTWR
9am-12pmTWR
6-9 pm TWR
8 am-S pm F
6-9 pm MWR
1-4 pm TWR
6 9 pm MWR

WHAT ABOUT YOU?
I'LL BE STARTING MY NEW POSITION THIS AUGUST AND MAKING OVER $50,000.
WHAT ABOUT YOU?
PEOPLE WHO WANT TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE AND ENJOY A GREAT CAREER ARE
ENROLLING IN THE GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HUMAN DONATION SCIENCES
AT THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF OHIO.

WHAT ABOUT YOU?

VI0-6/1

EDHD201

3-6 pm TR

6/16/17

CS 180

10 am-12 pm MWR

6/1-7/2

ACCT 221
HICK. 101
BlOt 331
CHEM 100
CRJU 395
ECON 203
ENG 111
ENG 112
ENG 200
EMC 342
GEOG 125
GEOG230
HOFS 301
HDFS 420
HIST 205

6-9 pm MWR
8 am 12 pm MWF
8:30 am-12:30 pm MTWR
69pmTWR
6-9pmTWR
6-9 pm MWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
7:45-10 am MTWR
10 am 1 pm MTW
6-9 pm MTW
UpmTWR
10 am 12:15 pm MTWR
2-5 pm MTW

7/18-7/23 SOC 495/586

FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT THE GRADUATE CERTIFICATE IN HUMAN DONATION SCIENCE
AND AN APPLICATION CO TO: WWW.MCO.EDU/ALLH/ DONATION^ SCIENCE/

9 am-9 pm UMTWRF

BGSU Firelands reserves the right to cancel a class for non-enrollment reasons beyond our control.
such as death or dtness of faculty members, etc.

OR CALL (419) 383-4211.

Course descriptions are available on-line at www.b9tu.edu/catal0g.

Medical Coiege of Ohio

BGSU

TAKE YOUR BACHELOR'S DECREE TO A NEW LEVEL
AT THE MEDICAL COLLEGE OF OHIO

FIRELANDS

BGSU FJrslands • One University Drive • Huron. Ohio • 419-433-SS60 • www firol.inds bgsu Bdu
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TOUR COMPANY SAYS WEATHER CAUSED PLANE CRASH
Honolulu (AP) — A rare weather condition caused the crash of a
small plane that seriously injured the pilot and an Ohio couple,
the head of an air tour company said yesterday. The single-engine
Piper Warrior was apparently subjected Sunday to a microburst,
or extreme down-draft. The landing was accomplished in such a
way there were little or no physical injuries, although three people
received significant burns from an ensuing fire.

STATE
BG NEWS

Casinos, slots possible in Columbus
By Andrew Welsh Muggins
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Cities could vole on
bringing in casinos and thousands of
electronic slot machines would be
installed at Ohio racetracks under a
new
legislative
proposal
that
backers hope to put on the November
ballot.
House Speaker I any I louseholder said
yesterday he believes cities would view
the casino idea as a positive trade-off
given that rural areas benefit from
racetracks through the sale of grain for
horses.
"So this is a way to allow the urban
areas to also have a benefit." I lousehc ildir
said.
Democrats and Republicans resurrected the slot machine plan luesdaj with
a proposal to split the revenue between
schools and college scholarships.
Householder raised the possibility
of casinos in cities yesterday
Racetrack officials, who said polls had

found strong support for the slots plan, and tap what one estimate says is hunexpressed dismay at the last-minute addi- dreds of millions of dollars in annual revenue for Ohio.
tion of the casino proposal.
The new proposal would fund college
"That will kill any referendum." said
Charles liuma, owner of Beulah Park in scholarships and guarantee increases in
suburban Columbus. "It is very, very clear future school funding budgets.
The proposed amendthat Ohioans are not
going to support free- "We certainly have ment would require lawto budget money
standing casinos."
a lot of problems makers
for schools out of
Householder said the
casino proposal was in in our cities in this the state's general fund,
use the slot
an "infancy stage" only.
state, so we're open then
machine money to guar"V\b certainly have a
to discussion on antee an increase on top
lot of problems in our
of the basic amount,
cities in this state,
anything that
said Sen. Lou Blessing, a
so we're open to discushelps."
Cincinnati Republican.
sion on anything that
"So you can't just
helps
folks."
said
LARRY HOUSEHOLDER.
move money around —
I louseholder, a (llenford
HOUSE SPEAKER
it's got to be for an
Republican.
increase," Blessing said.
Gov. Hob Talt said yesRepublicans want to see about half the
terday he's opposed to any form of casino
money go to scholarships and half to
gambling
The slot proposal is the latest legislative schools, including money for early childattempt to follow the lead of other states hood programs.

Democrats are hoping to spend more
on scholarships said Sen. CJ. Prentiss, a
Cleveland Democrat. The goal is to
extend the number of scholarships available so that snidents "throughout the
entire state of Ohio" could go to college,
he said.
Placing 2,500 slots on Ohio's seven
racetracks could raise between $410 million and SB20 million a year for the
state, according to an October analysis by
the Legislative Service Commission, a
bipartisan agency that studies the financial impact of bills.
Cleveland Mayor lane Campbell
said the proposal, if approved, would let
cities for the first time at least consider
casinos.
"Ifthe authority is given to the city, we
will look carefully at what job opportunities and safety issues are involved,"
Campbell, a Democrat, said in a statement.
Video gambling proposals would allow
cities to vote on casinos

Columbus, Cleveland schools plan job cuts
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

In Columbus, second in size In
Ohio with more than 63.000 students. 566 employees have
accepted early leave oilers, but
the number wasn't enough to
avert layoffs. The district needs
to shed at least 600 employees by
fall to balance its budget.
Because numbers could
change, the Columbus school
board voted Tuesday to approve
laying off 337 employees who

Ohio's two largest public
school districts plan to eliminate
a total of more than 1,400 jobs to
close projected budget gaps.
Cleveland administrators proposed eliminating 873 employees — including more than 600
teachers — in the latest round of
budget cuts in the district, Ohio's
largest with more than 72,000
students.

Heinzsite
Apartments

received notices two weeks ago.
About three-fourths of them
likely will be recalled after retirements and resignations, said
Craig Bicklcy, director of human
resources.
The incentive program is
open to employees with at least
15 years with the district. Those
who arc retirement-eligible will
receive a year's pay, paid over five
years, and those ineligible for
retirement will receive a year's
salary paid over eight years.
The cuts will erase $66 million

of a projected $86 million deficit
for 2004-05 in Columbus
schools, which have 12,573
employees.
Cutting 618 teaching positions
in Cleveland would save $61.5
million. The district faces a
deficit of up to $100 million
because of lower-than-cxpected
tax collections and state funding.
Earlier cuts to transportation,
sports programs, textbooks and
other programs total about $32
million.
Cleveland Teachers Union

President -elect loanne DeMarco
called the cuts the "disintegration of a school system."
"The Cleveland community
has to rise up and demand they
keep their teachers," she said.
The district has 8,470 full-time
employees, including 6,000
teachers, and 4,000 part-time
workers.
It was unclear how many of
the staff cuts would be layoffs.
The district estimates that 540
employees will retire or leave for
another reason this year.

BRIEFING
Two men charged with
murder in triple
slayings
TRIADELPHIA, WVa. —Two men
were charged with felony murder
yesterday in the shooting deaths
of a businessman, his wife and
stepson.
William Richard Spears, 28, of
Triadelphia, and Jeffrey Ray Woods,
43, of Wheeling were arrested at
about 1 a.m. yesterday at a motel in
St. Clairsville, Ohio, across the Ohio
River from Wheeling
Belmont County (Ohio) Sheriff
Tom McCort said the arrests were
the result of a confidential tip.
Each suspect was charged with
one count of felony murder in commission of a felony. They are
accused of killing of Bernard "Buzz"
Conniff Jr., 54; Deborah Conniff, 50;
and her 22-year-old son, lonathan
Michael Noon. Bernard Conniff
owned Valley Coin, a vending
machine
establishment
in
Triadelphia
A relative found the victims' bodies in the basement of their
Triadelphia home Monday afternoon.
Guns and an undetermined
amount of cash were taken, said
Chief Deputy Pat Buder with the
Ohio County Sheriff's Department.
"It was a robbery," Butler said.
"We know that for sure."
He would not provide any other
details.
Noon's pickup truck was discovered late Monday in Belmont
County and was to be taken to the
State Police crime lab for forensic
testing. The truck was seen leaving
the home, Butler said.

506, 514, 524 N. ENTERPRISE
One of BG's newest complexes

71 ON. Enterprise St.
i & 2 Bdrms f
2 Bdrms come with washer/tl
and a bath and 1/2

CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
Management Inc.

CALL 353-5800 for an
appointment today!

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

ST\A»4T STtttiLS
"All Day, Everyday"

3 Bedroom Apartments
•2 Full Baths -Air Conditioning
• Microwaves • Dishwasher
•Garbage Disposal
•Furnished -Laundry On-Site
•Plenty of Parking!

"

^

Mon:
Tues:
Wed:
Th-Sat:
Sun:

Starting at

$900/month + Utilities

(papa)

&19) 352-0717
www.greenbriarrentals.com
IF ONE OF MY SANDWICHES

DOESN'T HIT THE SPOT,
THERE'S SOMETHING

m

WITH YOUR SPOT.

11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-1:30am
11am-3:00am
11am-1:30am

cash, checks

HlK^IKS

1 Lar e 1 ltem

9 '

WIHTHROP TERRACE
400 E. Napoleon Road
Hours: Monday - Friday 9:00 am - 5:00 pm
Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm
Sunday Hours: 12:00 pm - 3:00 pm
(419)352-9135
email us: winthrop@gerdenich.com

•FREE Heat
•Ride our Free Resident Shuttle

tO Check US OUt (Lot A 9-10:30, 1-4:30)

•2 Swimming Pools.

[SCHEDULE OF EVENTS
Friday, April 23

•3 Laundromats
TASTING IS BELIEVING

$0*lJ?***

•1 and 2 bedroom Apartments
•Plenty of Resident & Visitor
parking.

2:00pm
Doors Open
2:30pm - 5.00pm Q/A session with
Katherlne Covell

Saturday, April 24
10:OOam
Doors Open
10:30am - 1:00pm Workshop with
J. Todd Anderson
Discussion Forum with
actress Jennifer Hall
Workshop with Jeff
Barklage
Screening of A River
Runs Through It
Q/A with Producer
Patrick Markey

Sunday, April 25
9:00am - 1:00pm 35mm Filming at WBGU
PBS with Jeff Barklage
Doors Open
3:30pm
4:OOpm -9:30pm Screening of
Student Films
10:00- 10:30pm Award Winners
Announced
I

BGNEWS
BRIEFING
BG baseball sees
another game
canceled

TOUGH PROBLEM: FAILURES OF FIRST-ROUND QBS LEAD NFL TEAMS TO LOOK CLOSER; PAGE 8.

THURSDAY
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In case it wasn't noticeable,
heavy downpours bombarded
the Bowling Green area yesterday afternoon.
Those showers caused yet
another cancellation for the
Bowling Green baseball team,
which was scheduled to take on
IPHW at Steller Field yesterday.
Now, the Falcons will look to
take down MAC powerhouse
Kent State this weekend in a
three-game series in Kent.

Clarett
has done
it again:
Idiocy
ELLIOTT
SCHREINER

www.bgnews.com/sports
BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Clarett appeals to Supreme Court
By Rusty Miller
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — Maurice
Clarett's status for the NFL draft
is now in the hands of the U.S.
Supreme Court.
Clarett's attorney, /Man
Milstein, filed an emergency
appeal to the Supreme Court on
Tuesday. He asked for a stay of a
federal appeals court's decision
from 24 hours earlier preventing
the former Ohio State tailback
from being in this weekend's
draft.
lustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg
will handle the case. She asked
the NFL yesterday to file a
response to Clarett's appeal by
this morning. There was no

word on when she planned to
act on Clarett's emergency
request or whether she would
refer the request to the other
eight justices.
In 1971, lawyers for Detroit
high school star Spencer
Haywood followed the same
approach. A stay preventing
Haywood from going in the NBA
draft was tossed out by Justice
William O. Douglas, opening the
door for underclassmen and
teenagers to play pro basketball.
"It's the exact same scenario."
Milstein said in a telephone
interview with The Associated
Press. "It just needs to play out
the same."
Ihe 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of

Appeals issued the stay on
Monday, putting a hold on a
lower-court ruling that said the
NFL can't force players to wait
three years after high school
before turning pro.
The NFL said the appellate
decision will ultimately stand.
"There was ample support for
the ruling of the 2nd Circuit,
which thoroughly considered
and completely rejected the
arguments that Mr. Clarett's
lawyers have presented to the
Supreme Court," NFL executive
vice president Jeff Fash said.
Southern California sophomore receiver Mike Williams
RULIN6, PAGE 9

NFL teams wait
on Clarett decision
By Rusty Miller
IHE ASSOCIATED PRESS

COLUMBUS — While
Maurice Clarett and Mike
Williams await word from the
U.S. Supreme Court on
whether they'll be included in
this weekend's NFL draft,
scouts, coaches and general
managers are ready for whatever comes down.
"I think everybody has their
boards set," said Gil Brandt, an

NFL draft consultant and former Dallas Cowboys personnel
director. "They put Williams in
there, they put Clarett in there.
And if the ruling is overturned
and their choice comes up,
that's when they pick one of
them."
Clarett's lawyer expects
lustice Ruth Bader Ginsburg to
rule before Saturday's draft
NFL TEAMS, PAGE 9

BigE-Z
You've done it again, Maurice
Clarett.
One more time, everything in
your life gets screwed up
because you were too dumb to
just keep your nose to the grindstone.
A little over a year ago, you
were considered one of the best
players in college football.
Continue improving the way
you had and winning the
Heisman trophy was a lock. On
top of that, you would've had a
shot at another national title
and more positive press, not to
mention a higher draft status.
But as of now, you're going
nowhere.
The 2nd U.S. Circuit Court of
Appeals announced Monday
that it would rescind your rights
to join the NFL draft early and
left you with no option but to
run to the Supreme Court crying
for mercy.
Chances are the Supreme
Court is going to rule against
players joining the draft eariy
and send you back home with
nothing to do but twiddle your
thumbs for the next year.
To worsen your situation, not
playing has hurt your ability.
Your 40 time has slipped from a
top-of-the-line 4.45 seconds to a
pedestrian 4.65 and has left the
NFL wondering if you're ready
for the pros. Even if you do get
back into the draft, your initial
contract will be minute compared the mega millions first
round choices receive. And on
top of that, the chances of the
NCAA taking you back are less
than the chances of the
Supreme Court ruling in your
favor.
So let's imagine for a second
that Clarett hadn't done all of the
foolish tilings he's done to get
himself into this situation.
To begin with, Ohio State was
no slouch last year without
Clarett; they finished in the top
five in both the AP and coaches
polls.
With Clarett, chances are they
CLARETT, PAGE 8

"This ...will be a
tournament that
will have the best
field we'll play in."

BREAKING
NEW GROUND

GARRY WINGER, GOLF COACH

Men's golf
headed to
Akron,
women to
Hamilton

Bengals in foreign territory at
back of Saturday s draft order

By Kevin Shields

By Joe Kay
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CINCINNATI—Another bad
Bengals tradition is about to
crumble.
Instead of leading off the
draft on Saturday, the Bengals
will be near the back of the line,
another sign of how much
they've changed in one year
under coach Marvin Lewis.
They've got the 24th overall
pick in the first round. They
haven't had to wait so long to
take a player since 1989, when
they were coming off their last
Super Bowl appearance.
During their current 13-year
run as the NFLs worst team,
they've been more accustomed
to kicking off the first round.
They've had three No. 1 overall
picks during that span.
They've had a top-four pick
in four of the last five years, a
remarkable opportunity to add
talented players and resurrect
the franchise. Instead, they
made their picks and kept on
losing.
I-ewis has changed the way
the Bengals do just about everything since he took over a year
ago, including the way they
approach the draft. Instead of

locking in on a player who
might fill the team's biggest
hole, Lewis is more interested in
quality.
Ihe old method didn't work.
The Bengals often made a reach
for a player in the early rounds
— linebacker Reward Wilson
and receiver Ron Dugans are
good examples — in order to
improve a specific position.
It was a disaster.
"When you do that, you end
up with a bag full of nothing,"
Lewis said.
Instead of focusing on one
position, Lewis is trying to
upgrade the roster by looking at
general areas.
The overriding priority is The
defense, and there are a lot of
different ways he could go with
that theme. The defense collapsed late in the season,
dooming the Bengals to an 8-8
finish. It will be the main focus
of their offseason moves in free
agency and the draft.
"We've got to play better
defense, all through the board,"
Lewis said. "Our defense is a little unsettled."
Dennis Weathersby's severe
BENGALS, PAGE 8
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AP File Ptioto

GETTING DEFENSIVE: Cincinnati, 24th in this weekend's NFL
Draft order, is rumored to be in the market tor a defensive lineman, like Florida State standout Darnell Docket!, above.

After fifth-place finish at All-Ohio,
women's track off to Hillsdale meet
By Danielle Tanner
SPOUTS REPORTER

Mike M«t2g«r File Photo BG News

BATON: A BG relay runner takes the baton in the Falcons' indoor
season. The BG 4x100 meter team will look to improve upon the
school record it set last weekend.

The BG women's track team
hits the road once again this
week as the)' travel to Hillsdale
College for the Hillsdale Gina
Relays.
The meet begins today at 3:30
and continues through Saturday
evening. Several teams from
Michigan as well as from the
Mid-American Conference will
be competing.
"|l lillsdalel has a great facility
and we expect to run a good
meet. There will be many
schools from Michigan as well
as some MAC schools so it
should be a good, challenging
meet for our team," coach Scott
Sehmann said.
The Falcons took fifth place in

last
weekend's
All-Ohio
Championship meet.
After that meet, Sehmann
noted that some improvements
needed to be made for future
meets.
"We need to concentrate
harder in longer races. We're out
there running and not necessarily racing. Racing comes first. We
still have a few individuals who
are learning what it takes to be
successful," he said.
The Falcon 4x100 meter relay
team will have another chance
to shine on Saturday, after
breaking the school record last
weekend. The Falcons will also
be competing in several individual events.
Host Hillsdale is coming off a
successful outing in last week-

end's Eastern Michigan Twilight
meet as they chalked up 16 personal bests, one school record,
10 seasonal best times and two
qualifiers for Nationals, The
Chargers are a Division II school
competing in the Great Lakes
Intercollegiate
,
Athletic
Conference and will have several competitive athletes competing this week.
With just a few weeks left
before
the
MAC
Championships, the Falcons
will be using practices and
meets to continue improving
and preparing for the end of the
season. The Hillsdale Relays are
one of only three meets left
before the conference meet.

One team will be looking to
keep up their good play, while
the other will be looking for a
Mid-American
Conference
championship this weekend.
The Bowling Green golf teams
will both take to the links once
again this weekend. Ihe men
will be trying to tame Akron's
Firestone Country Club and the
women trying to a win a MAC
championship.
After a strong third-place finish at the Bullock Collegiate
Classic in Fairborn, Ohio, the
men will head to Akron to play in
the FirstEnergy Intercollegiate.
Adam Balls is coming off a
ninth-place finish in a tournament that saw four of the five
members finish in top 50. Heath
Ziglar finished (T-22nd), Brad
Dearsman (T-30th) and Craig
Pickerel |T-42nd).
"This weekend will be a tournament that will have the best
field we'll play in all year. This is a
great field mid great tournament
every year," men's coach Garry
Winger said. "We'll play the
north course at Firestone, which
is a great course just like the
south course that the PGA uses.
At the end of the tournament,
we'll see where we stand with
every MAC school being in
attendance at the tournament."
The women will be heading to
Hamilton, Ohio, to compete in
the MAC Championships. They
too are coming off a ninth-place
finish at the Eastern Kentucky
University Invitational that had
15 teams competing.
Jenny Schnipke was the top
finisher for the Falcons, finishing
in eleventh place individually
lulie Wise, Kari Liggett and
Amanda Schroeder also had
good weekends, but after getting
off to a slow start on day one they
couldn't gain much ground on
the teams ahead of them.
"I think the last three weeks of
competition will help us going
into the tournament," coach
Kurt Thomas said. "I think right
now we just need more consistency in our play. We haven't
been as consistent in the spring
as we were in the fall with our
play."
The men will begin their tournament on Saturday, while the
women will tee-off tomorrow for
their three-day tournament
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A dicey proposition
First-round quarterbacks no sure thing
PAST FAILURES FORCE GMS TO THINK
Ryan Leat. Tim Couch. Akili Smith. Those names may ring a bell.
They're all first-round, high-profile quarterback selections of the past
five years. They also have all been busts. Couch is in exile in
Cleveland. Leaf is out of the league and Smith couldn't make it as
Green Bay's third-string quarterback. This year. Ben Roethlisberger
(below) and Eli Manning, (right) look to buck that trend.

Miami (Ohio)
6'5"

School
Height
Weight
Passing yards (career)
Record (career, as a starter)
Touchdowns (career)
Interceptions (career)

240
10,829
27-11

83
34

Women's tennis
readies for MAC
By layme Ramson
sportis EDITOR

The Bowling Green tennis
team looks to get their confidence back against Akron today
in the opening round of the MidAmerican
Conference
Championships in Rockford, 111.
The Falcons posted a February
6-1 victory over the Zips, but
since a 4-3 win over Toledo in late
March, Bowling Green has slid,
losing their last six matches.
"I think we still respect Akron
even though we beat them 6-1,"
BG coach Penny Dean said.
"That was the end of February.
We were playing with confidence
then. Now we're still struggling a
bit in spots to get our confidence
back,"
Bowling Green (9-13,3-6 MAC)
comes into the tournament as
the No. 7 seed, and the Zips (7-13,
0-9 MAC) are the No. 10 seed in
the 10 team tournament.
In the Falcons' 6-1 win over
Akron earlier in the season, they
were challenged by Irina
Strembitsky, who won at No. 1
singles. She went 16-2 in singles
for the season, losing only two
MAC matches.
"We know that we can't just
walk out there and win again,"
CHECK US OUT!
www homeatyice. com

Home City IDE

Dean said. "We realize that we
played hard and played well the
first time to beat them, and we're
going to have to do that again."
Dean said the Falcons have
been focusing on getting their
confidence back during practice
this week and maintaining a
strong intensity for practices and
matches.
The winner of the BG - Akron
game plays No. 2 Western
Michigan in tomorrow's quarterfinals. The Falcons lost to
Western, 7-0, earlier this month,
but without experienced players
Susie Schoenbcrger and Gaby
Coello.
Coello and Schoenberger are
back in action for die Falcons in
the tournament, and Dean is
confident that the Falcons can
pull an upset against Western.
"We feel good about our match
that we had against Western
Michigan a couple weeks ago,"
she said. "We played well against
them, and they're the favorite so
the pressure is on them. We can
do it against them."
Today's match starts at 10 a.m.
at the Rockford Park District
Courts/Clock Tower Resort. No. 8
Toledo and No. 9 Buffalo will play
at die same time.

By Dave Goldberg
IH( USSOCIAUD PRESS

NEW YORK—This year's draft has three "can't miss'' quarterbacks: Eli
Manning, Ben Roethlisberger and Philip Rivers.
Buyer beware?
Think of Ryan Leaf.
And remember that Todd Marinovich and Dan (Mark's brother)
.McGwire were drafted ahead of a guy named Brett Favre in 1991.
I^af, of course, is not the only quarterback bust: Rick Mirer, |im
Druckcnmiller, Akili Smith, Cade McNown, Dave Brown, Marinovich
and McGwire arc all long gone or at the end of some bench.
Yes, drafting is a guessing game as much as an exact science, especially when it comes to quarterbacks. How else to explain that two-time
Super Bowl MVP Tom Brady went in the sixth round in 2000, while two
other current starters, Marc Bulger and Tim Itattay, were chosen in the
sixth and seventh rounds.
"There's so much focus on the top two or three quarterbacks that a lot of people forget there are more than that who
can play very well," St. Louis Rams coach Mike Martz says.
"There are 10 of them in this year's bunch that I would really
like to have."
Martz has some credibility on the subject.
• In the summer of 2000, he remarked during a casual chat
'that NewOrleans had "a kid named Bulger 1 really like." A few
weeks later, the Saints obtained Aaron Brooks and eventually released Bulger, who ended up with the Rams and now
starts.
This year's top three QBs would seem to have a better shot
at success than most first rounders.
Manning comes with a great pedigree — brother Peyton
was Uiis year's co-MVR and father Archie was an outstanding player stuck on a dismal team in New
Orleans. But horse breeders can tell you that pedigrees
are no guarantee against injury or simply failure.
The rap on Roethlisberger is that he needs work,
while Rivers has a funk)', semi-sidearm delivery that
idn't keep him from completing 72 percent of his
ss last season at North Carolina State. But the
nsensus is that all are future stars.
"I have fallen in love wiUi these guys," Baltimore
)ach Brian Billick says of the trio.
Still, keep these quarterbacks in mind:
• In 1998, some teams thought leaf would be bener
than Peyton Manning. They bmshed off reports (most recounted after
the fact) diat Leaf didn't get along with coaches or teammates and had
no leadership skills.
• In 1999, Tim Couch was drafted first overall; Donovan McNabb second; Smith third; Daunte Culpepper 11th and McNown 12th. McNabb
and Culpepper are stars, but Couch is still struggling and the other two

are
t\cs.
Brooks, drafted,
in the fourthl

round by Green
Bay
before
being traded to the Se
is the third-best from that
class.
•In 2000, Chad Pennington
was the only quarterback
taken in the first round and
seems ready for stardom with
the lets. The next QBs chosen were Giovanni Carmazzi (San Francisco,
third round); Chris Redman (Baltimore, third) and Tee Martin
(Pittsburgh, fifth).
Then New Orleans took Bulger with the 168th overall pick, and New
England got Brady at 199. The next round, the 49ers took Rartay, who
almost immediately showed more promise than Carmazzi and probably will enter next season as San Francisco's starter.
"The thing about quarterbacks that nobody really knows is work
habits," says Gil Brandt, the NKIi chief draft consultant.
"You get some that are going to study tape and keep studying There
are others who are going to get big money and think they have it made.''
Still, some bad picks are simply unexplainable. Some are the result of
teams failing to uncover character flaws or worse in a player's background.
Among the other candidates: J.P. Losman of Tulane (could Martz take
him with the 26th overall pick?). Matt Schaub of Virginia; Josh Harris of
Bowling Green; Matt Mauck of LSU; Cody Pickett of Washington; Jeff
Smoker of Michigan Slate; John Navarre of Michigan; Bradlee Van Pelt of
Colorado Stale and 280-pound (or more) Jared Lorenzen of Kentucky.
School
Height
Weight
Passing yards (career)
Record (career, as a starter)
Touchdowns (career)
Interceptions (career)

Ole Miss
6'5"

218
10.119
24-13

81
35

Lewis has draft flexibility this year
BENGALS. FROM PAGE 7

t
head injury in a car accident this
month gives them even more
reason to consider a cornerback
in a draft full of good ones.
Cornerback was one of the
biggest problem areas last season.
They also need to strengthen a
defensive line that got pushed
around. They're thin at linebacker and wouldn't mind
adding a safety, either.

They're also in the market for
offensive linemen, particularly a
center. Lewis is overhauling a
line diat needs an infusion of
younger players. The Bengals
also need a backup running
back.
I c ".vis will have a hi of options
for getting it done.
In another significant break
with the franchise's past, Lewis is
willing to trade picks. The
Bengals got cornerback Dcltha
O'Neil and an extra fourth-

round pick from Denver by moving down from 17th to 24th in
the first round.
The team has rarely traded
down to get extra picks.
"We made the decision that it
was to our advantage to gain
what we thought would be a
starting player in Deltha and still
be able to draft an eventual
starter |at 24th] and hopefully an
eventual starter with a fourthround pick," Lewis said..
That's not all. Lewis got rid of

his biggest headache by shipping disgrunded running back
Corey Dillon to New England for
a second-round pick.
The Bengals now have seven
picks in the first four rounds —
the 24th overall in the first
round, then two picks in the second, third and fourth rounds.
They haven't had so many
picks so early in the draft since
1986, another sign of how much
things have changed. And Lewis
might not be done dealing.

Clarett missed the boat; now a goat, not hero
CLARETT. FROM PAGE 7

would've played in the Sugar
Bowl for a tide instead of playing in Tempe, Ariz, for pride.
Clarett would've been the star of
the show and whatever kind of
game he had would've only
added to his gaudy numbers,
which might've approached
2,000 yards and 25 touchdowns.
People from his home state
would've revered Clarett instead
of loathing him. He would've
been the Buckeye that came to

spring practices before his
freshman year to cam a starting
spot instead of the Buckeye
that gave the program a black
eye last spring.
I lis skills would've improved
instead of diminishing and
people would be saying "Eli
who?"
At worst, after a successful
2003 season Clarett would have
stayed at Ohio State one more
year and at worst would've had
another stellar year that
would've propelled him into a

GREAT JOB OPPORTUNITIES
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But instead of gaining praise
at Ohio State before making
uncountable sums of money in
the 2005 NFL Draft, you've
decided to challenge the NFL,
waste the Supreme Court's
time and possibly ruin your life
in the process.
Here's to hoping the
Supreme Court is more generous than the Appeals Court
was.
For your sake, Maurice.
This is the start of the story.
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possible number one pick in
next season's draft instead of a
tweener, which is what he'll
more than likely be if he enters
next season's draft.
Even his financial situation
would've been better. As it
stands now, being a low round
pick means making less than
$1 million a year. Being a number one pick in next year's draft
would've made Clarett at least
$7 million in his first year, and
that would've been a bargain
price.
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New teams, faces fill NHL playoffs
By Ira PodeH
THE tSSOCIMED PRESS

As soon as Toronto forward Joe
Nieuwendyk slipped two long
shots past Ottawa's Patrick
Lalime, the transformation of the
Stanley Cup playoffs was complete.
■ With the Senators gone, none
' of last year's semifinalists made it
to the second round in 2004.
Ottawa
was
eliminated
Tuesday night by the Toronto
Maple Leafs, joining the defend-

ing champion New Jersey Devils
for summer break. The Devils
outlasted the Senators in seven
games last year in the Eastern
Conference finals
Out West, there are four new
teams in the conference semifinals. I he finalists from a year ago
— Minnesota and Anaheim —
didn't even qualify for the postseason.
Of the eight remaining clubs
this year, only the Tampa Bay

Lightning and Philadelphia
Flyers got this far a year ago. And
both have a great chance to get
to the next round because they
will be well rested by the time
they hit the ice again.
Philadelphia knocked out the
Devils in five games, and the
top-seeded Lightning did the
same to the New York Islanders.
Now they'll each face teams that
were stretched to the sevengame limit.

NFL teams anxious for NFL ruling
NFL TEAMS, FROM PAGE 7
whether the former Ohio State
tailback and Williams, a former
Southern California wide receiver, can enter the draft.
Clarett appealed a stay issued
Monday by the 2nd U.S. Circuit
Court of Appeals, putting a hold
on a lower-court ruling that said
the NFL can't force players to wait
three years after high school
before turning pro.
Clarett argued in Tuesday's filing that the NFL wouldn't suffer
any harm if he's allowed in the
draft — but he would be harmed
if he is blocked.
Clarett led Ohio State to a
national title as a freshman, but
was ruled ineligible as a sophomore for accepting money from a
family friend and lying about it to
NCAA and university investigators. Williams declared for the
draft after a lower court ruled in
Clarett's favor.
Clarett, 20 and out of high
school two years, would be eligible for the draft next year under
the current rule. He dropped out
of classes at Ohio State after the
winter quarter.
Williams played two seasons
for the Trojans. After Clarett
received a favorable ruling in a
federal court, Williams hired an
agent and said he would also
come out for the draft early.
The legal wrangling has not
forced teams to make dramatic
changes to their plans.
"It doesn't complicate matters
at all," Buffalo Bills assistant general manager and chief scout
Tom Modrak said. "We processed

it. We did the information. We
hung them on the board. Now if
they're not there, they're not
there."
Most NFL teams have been
developing draft scenarios since
the first of March, Brandt said.
Some give a higher priority to
need, others to the best players
available. Players move up and
down on teams' lists based on
their physical and mental evaluations from private workouts and
the NFL combine. Teams also
must factor in who the teams
making selections ahead of them
might pick.
Cincinnati Bengals coach
Marvin lewis attended Clarett's
workout day at Ohio State earlier
this month, where scouts timed,
measured, tested and weighed
the 20-year-old.
Since Clarett has played only
nine games in the last 29 months,
Lewis said it is difficult to estimate what he can do in the pros
— or how high a draft pick to use
on him.
"The interesting thing is that of
the youngest 25 guys in this year's
draft, Maurice is like the fifthyoungest, he's not the first," Lewis
said. "You have to project him
down the line, the maturity level.
That's why teams have spent a lot
of time wiUi Maurice, and he's
been very busy visiting teams
because they want to get to know
him a little more. You don't have
his experience on campus. This
year he basically wasn't on campus, so you really only have one
year exposure there at Ohio
State."

Most draft experts believe
Williams is a first-round choice.
They cite Clarett's pedestrian 4,6second time in the 40-yard dash
and predict he could wait until
the third round to hear bis name
called.
Ginsburg is not bound by a
deadline, even though the NFL
draft begins on Saturday afternoon. She can make a decision
on her own or can refer the issue
to the entire Supreme Court.
Yesterday, she asked the NFL to
file a response to Clarett's appeal
by this morning
Should Ginsburg and the
Court rule against Clarett — and
other players like him — the
teams will have to erase their
names and move up those below
them on their charts.
"I don't know what it's going to
mean long-term, but for us
immediately it's just two more
people out of the mix, that's all,"
Modrak said.
Ginsburg or the full court could
rule that the players should be in
the draft, that they should be
excluded or also could direct the
NFL to include them in a special
supplemental draft.
No matter which way the ruling goes, the teams will not be
taken by surprise.
"It doesn't mean that all of a
sudden the teams start over from
square one," Brandt said. "You've
accumulated all this data, all this
information, and you've watched
the tapes and put them through
personal workouts ... livery team
has put their board in order."

APARTMENTS FOR RENT

The Flyers will get the Maple
Leafs, the team they eliminated
in the first round last year.
"We're ready to go," Flyers
coach Ken Hitchcock said. "This
is nothing new. TTie rivalry is as
heated as it can get."
The lightning will face sixthseeded
Montreal.
The
Canadiens were down 3-1 in
their series with No. 2 Boston,
but rallied to overcome that
deficit for the first time in their

storied history, which includes
23 Stanley Cup championships.
"Teams that win the Stanley
Cup, they get those rests in
between each series. It's very
important," Tampa Bay coach
John Tortorella said.
Colorado and San lose
advanced to a second-round
matchup in the Western
Conference with five-game wins
over Dallas and St. Louis. The
Avalanche won the two previous

series, includinga second-round
matchup two years ago.
Detroit beat Nashville in six
games and will take on the
Calgary Flames, which oudasted
Vancouver in seven.
The Flames didn't look out of
place in their first appearance in
the playoffs since 1996. Calgary
hadn't won a series since capturing the Stanley Cup in 1989, yet
the Flames acted like seasoned
veterans against the Canucks.

"There is a number of issues about whether or not he has
professionalized himself."
STEVE SNAPP, 0SU ASSISTANT ATHLETIC DIRECTOR, ON AMATEUR STATUS OF MAURICE CLARETT

Clarett appeals to USSC, hopes for turn
RULING. FROM PAGE 7
filed his own lawsuit in federal
court in Manhattan on Monday,
saying the NFL issued conflicting statements about eligibility
for the draft which caused him
to sacrifice his college career.
If they wind up being eligible,
Williams would be expected to
go in the first round of the draft,
while Clarett might not be taken
until the second or third round.
Clarett argued in Tuesday's filing that the NFL wouldn't suffer
any hann if he's allowed in the
draft — but he would lie harmed
if he is blocked.
Clarett led Ohio State to a
national title as a freshman, but
was ruled ineligible as a sophomore for accepting money from
a family friend and lying about it
to NCAA and university investigators. Williams declared for the
draft after a lower court ruled in
Clarett's favor.
Clarett, 20 and out of high
school two years, would be eligible for the draft next year under
the current rule. 1 le dropped out
of classes at Ohio State after the
winter quarter.
U.S. District Court Judge Shira
Scheindlin ruled in February
that Clarett should be allowed in
the draft. She said the rule
excluding him violates antitrust
law and unjustly blocks a player
from pursuing his livelihood.
Ginsburg is a Clinton administration appointee who over-

Paul SjkumaAPPtioto

HAPPY FOR NOW: Pac 10 commissioner Tom Hansen smiles as
Pac-10 headquarters. He hopes his USC standout wide receiver
Mike Williams is reinstated if the Supreme Court does not overturn the Maurice Clarett ruling.
sees matters from the New Yorkbased 2nd U.S. Circuit.
There is no court deadline for
Ginsburg to act on the request,
but Clarett's lawyer said if no
decision is rendered before the
draft Clarett "will suffer substantial irreparable injury."
If Ginsburg or the full court
turns down the request, the
lower court's decision against
Clarett stands.
Should the court decide
against Clarett — and by extension, Williams — the players

could only return to play college
football if they met academic
standards and their universities
successfully petitioned the
NCAA for reinstatement.
Steve Snapp, an assistant athletic director at Ohio State, said
there were significant obstacles
in the way of Clarett regaining
his eligibility even if he wants to
rejoin the Buckeyes.
"There is a number of issues
about whether or not he has
professionalized
himself,"
Snapp said.
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.gs Available
445 E. Wooster
Bowling Green. OH 43402

Hours:
Monday - Friday 9am-Spm
Saturday 9am-tpm

352-0717
GREENBRIAR, INC.

www greenbnarrentals com

Rentals that won't break the bank.

Make your money count!
100 Ordway: lbdrm in Courtyard setting. $385.00
100 1/2 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. S355.00
102 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $350.00
102 1/2 Ordway: 1 bdrm in Courtyard setting. $395.00

^

(All the abort have a wothtr & drytr on tht premises J

507 E. Merry #7: Two bdrm turn. Apt. Located across from Campus. New windows,
furniture, etc. $525.00 12 MO & $625.00 9 Mo. Price is for two occupants per apartment.

Located above Downtown Businesses:
117 N. Main #5: located above Call of the Canyon. 1 bdrm apts with Washer/dryer on
premises. Dishwasher in each apt. $380.00 for 12 month lease. $480.00 for 9 month lease.
311 S. Main #A: Large 2 bdrm apt. Off Street parking. $575.00 per month.
128 W. Wooster #B: Efficiency apt. FREE WATER & SEWER $255.00

419-352-5620

Fall/Spring Semester
2004 - 21

MERCER
MANOR

Are you a morning person?
Do you have reliable transportation?
THE BG NEWS is looking for a mature individual to deliver papers
for 2-3 hours starting at 6:00 am, Monday through Friday.
In return, you receive OUTSTANDING WAGES.
($10 - $15 per hour)
Only apply if you are 100% reliable.
Stop by 204 West Hall today for an application or
call 372-2607 for more information.
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BOWEN-THOMPSON

STUDENT UNION

Proud supporter of the
Dance Marathon. This year
we donated $3,330!
Thanks to all who "munched
for miracles" to help the cause!

Classic
Single

Not valid with any other otter or special.
Cheese, bacon ana tan extra. Otter valid
only at Wendy* in the BG8U Union from
4pm-10pm. Limit 1 one coupon
per customer per visit Must present
coupon at time of purchase.
Otter expires W1AM.
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Super
Value Menu

NEW19VE

Wendy's at the BGSU Union Open 7 days a week

332 SOUTH MAIN STREET BOWLING GREEN. OH
www.newloverentals.com newloveinfo" newloverenlals.com

Rentals

419-728-0300 BGSU@pertoria.com
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NUCLEAR PLANT SEARCHING FOR MISSING FUEL RODS
Montpelier, VT (AP) —Two pieces of a highly radioactive fuel rod
are missing from a Vermont nuclear plant, and engineers
planned to search on site for the nuclear material. The fuel rod
was removed in 1979 from the Vermont Yankee reactor, which is
currently shut down for refueling and maintenance. Remotecontrol cameras will be used to search a spent fuel pool on the
property.

NATION

Rumor: Oil prices go down as election nears

Charles Dharapak AP Photo

ON OIL PRICES: Saudi Ambassador to the United States Prince
Bandar bin Sultan answers reporters' questions outside of the West
Wing ot the White House yesterday.
By Pete Yost
THt ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON—The Saudi
ambassador to the United Slates
on yesterday denied any linkage
between the U.S. presidential
election campaign and a Saudi
pledge to the Bush administra-

tion to push for lower oil prices.
There was no "quid pro quo,"
Prince Bandar bin Sultan told
reporters after a meeting with
National
Security Adviser
i i ii idoleezza Rice about the latest terrorist strike in Saudi Arabia.
"The president has asked a few-

times that we should be helping Saudi Arabia will lower oil prices
to make sure that oil prices don't in the months before the election
go too high that would curb the to help ensure the U.S. economy
world economy recovery," is strong on Election Day.
Subsequently, Woodward said
Bandar added.
"I cannot say we're not aware that the Saudis had hoped to
that you are going through your keep oil prices low during the
seasonal tribal warfare now so it's period before the election
very dangerous to open one's because of its impact on the
mouth here on any issue," economy.
said Bandar. "1 hope Senator
Monday. Saudi Arabia denied
has an
(John) Kerry has heard my expla- accusations that it
nation about the oil and he agreement with the White House
can be assured that we didn't to increase oil production closer
make any deals that could inter- to the Nov. 2 election, thus drifere in our friends' internal ving down gasoline prices.
affairs."
"The allegation that the kingBandar said the Saudi efforts dom is manipulating the price of
are "not for the benefit of oil for political purposes or to
die president's political needs. I affect elections is erroneous and
think reasonable prices particu- has no basis in fact." said a statelarly lower oil prices between ment issued in Riyadh by top
$22 and $28 is good for the Saudi foreign policy adviser Adel
American people, for the al-Iubeir.
American economy, for the world
Kerry,
the
presumptive
economy and of course for the Democratic presidential candiSaudi economy."
date, expressed outrage at the
CBS' "60 Minutes" reported allegation.
Sunday that Washington Post
"If it is true that gas supplies
journalist Bob Woodward said and prices in America are tied to
Bandar promised Bush that die American election, tied to a

"Now when we talk about diversity training we're talking as
much about closing the achievement gap as we are about
discipline procedures."
BARBARA GROHE. SUPERINTENDED

Kent District faces racial
discrimination charges
By Melanthia Mitchell

\t;i\.

!H! ASSOC'AUD PRESS

SEATTLE — Nearly a decade
ago. the Kent School District was
praised by parents, smdents and
civil rights groups for its bold
plan to stop racial discrimination and train staff in handling
cultural differences.
Today, the very same district
faces possible lawsuits over
claims by 12 black students who
say they were manhandled and
handcuffed by school security
officers.
The stark contrast is emblematic of how schools nationwide
have struggled to implement
diversity programs, experts say.
Kent
School
District
Superintendent Barbara Grohe
has named a retired Army general to head a comminee to investigate its security practices and a
former Grant County sheriff will
probe the incidents.
The choice of disciplinarians
as investigators has angered the
NAACR which is behind the
threat to file nearly $40 million in
lawsuits on behalf of the 12 students.
Carl Mack, president of the
Seattle chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement
of Colored People, said the district's handling of the issue has
been an "insult to the field of
education."
"Are you running a penal institution, a military school... or are
you running an education system?" Mack said.
The panel, headed by retired
Brig. Gen. Julius E Johnson, will
present its final report in mid

The district, like others across
the nation, has experienced a
growing minority population,
but critics contend Kent is not
adapting.
"If they had followed through
widi die original recommendations and implementation
strategies, they would have never
found themselves in the situation they're in today," said Ray
Lee, a Kent parent and member
of die district's first diversity task
force that met in 1995.
Experts say that efforts across
the country to address cultural
differences in schools have taken
a back seat to funding stniggles
and federal mandates to improve
student test scores.
Benjamin Baez, associate professor of educational policy studies at Georgia Slate University,
said educators often are expected to improve test scores and
"uneducate people about racism
and make them better workers"
while funds are cut for the very
programs thai would help
achieve those goais.
"Now when we talk about
diversity training we're talking as
much about closing the achievement gap as we are about discipline procedures," Grohe said.
One student, 13-year-old
Sierra Douglass-Swanson, says
she was grabbed by the hair
and thrown to the ground, a
security officer's knees pressing
into her back as her arms were
wrenched behind her and handcuffs closed around her wrists.
Douglass-Swanson acknowledges flailing her arms and kick-

ing her legs in an attempt lo gel
free from the guard. She was
charged with assault, placed in
juvenile detention overnight and
expelled.
At the district's Cedar Heights
Junior High School in Covington,
38-year-old security officer
Elmer Burst said he's used his
handcuffs once since coming to
work for the district in August
2003.
Burst, who is black, said he'll
do what he can to prevent any
student from being harmed.
"If thai means using restraints,
I'M do it," he said.
The threat of a lawsuit by two
black parents who claimed their
children were harassed by white
students triggered the creation of
the Kent district's original diversity council in 1995, former cochair Barbara Phillips said.
That committee made dozens
of recommendations, including
nonviolent crisis intervention
training for staff and improving
discipline records to monitor for
racial discrimination.
Phillips said she's disappointed in the response.
A curriculum audit released in
1999, the year Grohe took over as
superintendent, found the district was slow to follow certain
directives. Tasks such as analyzing discipline reports for possible
discrimination patterns were
more than a year overdue.
Today, all employees must
undergo diversity and cultural
sensitivity training, district
spokeswoman Becky Hanks said.

secret White House deal, that
is outrageous and unacceptable
to the American people," Kerry
said.
Yesterday, Bandar said, "On the
oil situation, I really don't see
what is the big deal there, unless
somebody would like to see the
oil crisis stay high."
Demonstrating his close ties
with the Bush administration,
Bandar went to the White House
to talk about the terrorist attack in
which a suicide attacker bombed
a security police building in the
Saudi capital of Riyadh. On his
way out, Bandar talked about die
issue that has stirred controversy:
oil prices and the presidential
election.
"The two subjects were not discussed at the same time," said
Bandar. Pressed further about
whether there was any linkage,
Bandar said, "Not so in my
mind,"
On another controversy centering around whether Bandar
was told before Secretary of State
Colin Powell about plans to
invade Iraq, Bandar said he met

on that subject Ian. 11 with
Vice President Dick Cheney,
Defense Secretary Donald
II. Rumsfeld and Joint Chiefs
of Staff Gen. Richard Myers.
Powell has insisted that he was
kept fully abreast of all war planning.
"The vice president told me
that the president has not made a
decision yet," said Bandar. He
said he was told by Cheney,
"However, here is the plan if
everything else fails." He noted
Saudi Arabia is a neighbor to Iraq
and so it was appropriate for the
Americans to brief him.
Bandar said he learned the war
started in March and "to be very
honest with you ... I didn't know
about the war actually except for
an hour before that time when I
was informed by the White
House."
Regarding the suicide attack
that officials said bore the hallmark of an al-Oaida operation,
Bandar said, "We are going to
fight them hard, there will be no
compromise."

Increased violence makes for
costly war, $4 billion deficit
By Pauline lelinek
1HE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WASHINGTON— Gen.
Richard Myers, chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, said the
recent decision lo extend the
stay of some 20,000 troops will
cost roughly $700 million more
over three months. The White
House is keeping open the possibility it will seek additional funds
before die end of this election
year.
"When the service chiefs last
talked about this, there was, 1
think, a $4 billion shortfall,"
Myers told the House Armed
Services
Committee.
"We
thought we could get through all
of August. We'd have to figure out
how to do September."
Trie war is costing about $4.7
billion a month, officials said.
On a day when nearly 70 people were killed by suicide
bombers in Iraq's southern city of
Basra, Myers and Deputy
Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz
testified for a second day on
Capitol Hill.
American troops this month
have endured the worst casualties of the vear-old campaign,
with 100 killed.
Al the hearings this week, lawmakers focused on U.S. troop
strength, the transfer of power
June 30 to Iraqis and extended
troop deployments.
They also wanted to know
what the Pentagon would do if
more troops are needed; Myers
said the military is working up a
plan for who could go.
Lawmakers hoped more foreign
troops might come to Iraq;
Vfolfowitz said not many would
while the violence continues.
Some lawmakers complained
the Bush administration consis-

CAMBELLHILL
APARTMENTS
2 BEDROOM T0WNH0USES
* Furnished
* 1 Half & full Bath

tendy has denied them information about Iraq over past 18
months
Because of increased costs,
Rep. Duncan Hunter, R-Calif„
chairman of the House Armed
Services Committee, said he
plans to add $20 billion for the
current budget year to the 2005
defense bill now being considered.
Several lawmakers complained

msm
20W Auto Invasion
on campus Today!

8am-3pm

anew that the administration's
2005 budget request for the
Defense Department was sent to
them with no money in it for die
wars in Afghanistan or Iraq.
Administration officials have
acknowledged tiiey will need $50
billion for diose wars. But die officials said they would not ask for it
until after January—and after die
presidential
election
in
November.
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Come get your rattle ticket
to support Easter Seals
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All Units Have New
DISHWASHERS!
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Tokyo Siring Quartet
Friday. Sept. 17, 2004 at 8 p.m.

Alexander Fiterstein. clarinet

College of Musical Arts
Moore Musical
Arts Center
KobackerHall
To order 2004-05
season tickets,
call 419-372-8171
or 1-800-589-2224

* Washer/Dryer Hookup

Thursday, Oct. 21, 2004 at 8 p.m.

Ethos Percussion Group
Friday. Dec. 3. 2004 at 8 p.m.
i F Rees Memon.il C

Itwe Ira Bloom jaz: saxophone
Saturday, Jan. 29, 2005 at 8 p.m.
TheK,4>.,.i.-i Concert
sir James Galway
Sunday. March 20, 2005 at 7 p.m.

Itugb Smith, tenor
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* Full Basement

Emily Freeman Grown, conductor

Sunday. April 24, 2005 at 3 p.m.

* Air Conditioned
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MONTH + UTILITIES
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Defending the Bible's accuracy
Opinion Columnist
"How do you know what the
Bible says is true?"
I get asked this question a lot.
Much like many other things,
the Bible takes a degree of faith
to believe.
However, you don't have to
believe in it with blind faith.
There is plenty of evidence to
back up the authenticity of the
Bible, but for the purposes of this
article, I'll just present a fraction
of it.
Probably the most overwhelming evidence comes from
the historical value of the Bible.
Not one historical mistake has
been found in it. If God did not
divinely inspire the Bible, one
would have to believe at least
one historical mistake would
have been found.
Many have tried to discredit
the Bible on historical terms. For
hundreds of years, archeologists
and historians tried to say the
Bible was wrong because there
was no record of a nation of peo-

ple called the Hittites, mentioned in the Old Testament as
having lived 4,000 years ago.
Then, an archeologist found an
ancient slab, dating back to
approximately 4,000 years ago,
that mentioned a battle against
the Hittites.
There is also evidence of the
time when Israelites were
enslaved in Egypt. Bricks made
and laid out exactly the way the
Bible describes were found, as
well as the ancient buildings and
cities that attest to this time.
One of the most prominent
figures who wanted to prove the
Bible wrong was Nobel Prizewinning chemist and archeologist Sir William Ramsay. He was
an atheist on a mission. Ramsay
spent decades digging up history, but not one thing dug up by
him or anyone else has ever conflicted with the Bible. In Luke's
writings alone, in references to
32 countries, 44 cities and nine
islands, there were no errors.
Based on the overwhelming
evidence Ramsay found to support the Bible, he converted to
Christianity.
An astounding 25,000 archeological digs have agreed with

things written in the Bible.
Many like to cast doubt on the
Bible in terms of translation.
Unfortunately for them, the evidence is not in their favor.
Critics generally accept that
Plato's writings were written by
Plato, yet the gap between the
date Plato wrote and the earliest
copies we have of his writings is
1,400 years — and there are only
seven of them.
On die other hand, the gap
between the original writing and
the earliest copies we have of the
Bible is a mere 60 years and
there are over 5,000 ancient
copies.
Well, that's a curious phenomenon!
In addition, of the 24,000
manuscripts of the Bible, copied
at different times and in different
languages, they are in 99.5 percent agreement.
The Bible is also scientific in
areas such as medicine and
astronomy. In the Books of Law,
(Leviticus, Numbers and
Deuteronomy,) written by
Moses, guidelines were given on
quarantine — separating the sick
people from others. Proper
washing, sanitation and healthy

eating were also outlined. Oddly
enough, it wasn't until the 19th
century dial these fundamental
health practices were rediscovered.
Bible writer )ob didn't have
any telescopes, computers or
calculating devices, yet he commented accurately on many scientific facts. lob 26:7 says, "He
suspends the earth over nothing." He could have only known
that the earth was in suspension
in space at that time, under the
influence of God.
Twenty-five percent of the
Bible is future-predicting events
of which all have come true thus
far. All of the predictions in the
Old Testament pertaining to the
Jewish nation have come true.
The Book of Leviticus said that
the people of Israel would be
scattered. In 70 A.H, the Temple
in lemsalem was destroyed and
lews fled from their own country
over the next 2,000 years.
leremiah said the Jews would
return to their own land. In 1948
Jewish people started to return
to their own land. They renamed
it Israel and became a nation
again.
Zephaniah said the Hebrew
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language would be revived. For
centuries, Hebrew was spoken
among the lews only in synagogues. Now it is the national
language of Israel and is spoken
daily everywhere in the country.
(If you would like to learn
more about the evidence that
has been discussed here, check
out www.beyondthisplanet.oig
and www.milleniafever.org and
read "The Case for Christ" by Lee
Strobel.l
Even with all of the evidence, if
you're still a skeptic, then at least
recognize it as one of the best
pieces of literature ever made.
The Bible is the number-one
best selling book of all time. Over
150 million copies are sold each
year.
Don't judge the book by its
cover though, or the things you
may know or have heard about
it. Actually open it up, do some
reading and investigating of your
own and then decide.
E-mail Kristi with comments
at KristLF@bgiet.bgpu.edu.

Not all great comics were movies
KRIS
LACHOWSKI

Guest Columnist
Before I get into the problems
I have with Peter Kuebeck's article "Comic books finally get
respect," I must say that I was
very pleased to open the paper
this morning and find an article
promoting comics. However, the
examples tiiat he illustrates to
propose that comics should be
regarded as a viable medium are
not very good.
First off, the majority of his
examples are movies. Some of
which are extremely mediocre
movies, such as "Daredevil."
Admittedly it is made clear that
all the movies he mentioned
were based on comic books, but
the fact remains that they are
movies and not comics.
Kuebeck did wisely mention a
great biographical comic "Maus"
by Art Spiegelman, but he, as
many columnists from many
parts of the world have done

before him, cites "Maus" as if it is
the exception to the rule that all
other comics are just storyboards waiting to become action
movies.
The truth is that there are
many comics that deserve, and
have received, attention both as
works of art and literature.
For instance Osamu Tezuka,
who the Japanese regard as the
"god of manga and anime"
(because he essentially invented
the modem Japanese comic and
started the first post-war
Japanese animation studio),
wrote a five-volume series called
"Adolf" that largely concerns
itself with the Holocaust.
Another exceptional longform comic that was recently
published is the autobiographical "Blankets" by Craig
Thompson.
At my urging, both my mother
and girlfriend read it, and despite
their doubts that they would
want to read a 600- page graphic
novel, they were both so
enthralled by the story that tiiey
finished it in less than a day. My
mom. who was having trouble

understanding what I meant by
"graphic novel," told me that
"Blankets" is the perfect book to
have people read to understand
the term "graphic novel."
Anotiier comic that has a very
biographical flavor (although it is
actually fiction): "Same
Difference," by Derek Kirk Kim,
which can be read for free online
at
http:/ /www.lowbright.com/Com
ics/SameDifference/SameDiffere
ncelndex-htm.
Additionally, anything by Will
Eisner, who has been creating,
refining and mastering comics
since the 1930s, is guaranteed to
be an excellent piece of literature.
Another nearly biographical
work of fiction is the critically
acclaimed "Jimmy Corrigan: The
Smartest Kid on Earth," by Chris
Ware. However. I definitely
would not recommend this book
as an introduction to graphic
novels. It is a very dense and difficult read, but also very rewarding
In his article, Kuebeck also
mentioned that he was interest-

ed in the "sort of mythology
behind comic books," but as I
stated earlier, he mentioned very
few examples of comics other
than super-hero comics.
I am aware that many essays
and books have been written
regarding how the superhero
genre is a type of modem
mythology, but in my opinion
the superhero genre is much
more analogous to a small, dominating inbred family — sort of
like royalty.
However, there are many
excellent, thoroughly-researched
mythology-based comics.
One example is Eric
Shanower's prospected sevenvolume series "Age of Bronze." '
The first volume, "A Thousand
Ships," sets the stage for the
Trojan War. Anotiier good example is Stan Sakai's thus far 17-volume series, "Usagi Yojimbo,"
which, despite having anthropomorphic characters, is securely
rooted in a well-researched
mythology and history of 17th
century Japan.
It was so well researched, in
fact, that "Usagi Yojimbo:
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Campus Events

EARTH DAY 5K RUN WALK
Date; Saturday April 24
7:30 a.m. registration (Ice Arena)
9 a.m. race
Door prizes! Free T-shirts!
$20 entry fee " bursarable
Sponsored by:
Environmental Health
Student Group
For questions / concerns call
Teresa 419-344-8481

Services Offered

NEED HELP
in organizing your home?
Whether you are in the process o(
selling your home and/or
moving to another residence.
"Harmony House" can assist you
with personal service with an
experienced professional
to coordinate and organize
your relocation
Call 419-354-9795
for a brochure and
free consultation

Personals

Grasscurter" has been used by
the history department of the
University of Portland to teach
Japanese history.
One final sequential artist that
must be mentioned (who
Kuebeck also mentioned) is
Scott McCloud. His most well
known comic is "Understanding
Comics." It is a 215-page book
that masterfully uses the comic
medium to examine the definition, history, language, art and
literature of comics.
"Understanding Comics"
would be a great starting point
for people to learn more about
comics in general and to be
introduced to many other noteworthy creators.
With that said, talking about
comic-based movies is not the
best way to show that the comic
medium has grown up and
deserves respect — especially
when there are literally hundreds, if not thousands of comics
both online and on paper that
prove the point far more convincingly.

Campus Poiiyeyes
Lasagna Special
Bread, salad & lasagna. 11 am - 9pm
$4.50 Pick-up or dine in only
352-9638
Di Benedetto's!
25 years of
graduation party experience.
Ask about our
great catering menu

352-4663
WE DELIVER
Learn a skill for life. Take PEG 157
Western Horsemanship. Check us
out at Sandersonstables.com

Wanted
Grad tickets needed tor
4:30 commencement Will pay.
419-354-3088.
Grad. tickets needed for 9 30 Arts
and Sciences ceremony. Will pay'
Call Shorty 419-494-3425
Graduation tickets needed for
4:30 pm commencement. Will pay.
Call alter 3pm 440-759-5967
Graduation tickets wanted tor
1:00 ceremony. Will Pay
Call Veronica 440-225-6321.
Sub-leasers needed 8/15/04-8/12/05
for Columbia Court 3 bed, 2 full
baths, new carpel, new linoleum.
Call Lindsay 419-541-0231.
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30WN lid TOWN
T.ike ,i walk through BG .iiul View "BIG CITY" fine .irt

Nows the best time to buy.

April24th 8, 25th (Set*Sun) 12-5
i Enjoy the downtown
architecture & atmosphere
while getting some exercise!
1

Featuring over 35 artists
(toddlers to seniors)
displaying works.

' 20 gallery sites including a
Professional Gallery &
Community showcase
I 5 school groups including
BGSU, BGHS, Crim Elem.,
F.U.M. Child Learning Center,
& Montessori School of BG.

Tour Brochures are available 4/21 at
sites where ArlWalk poster Is
displayed, as well as at BGSU's
Fine Arts Center Galleries

•

FREE!

Thayer Toyota

Rain
or
Shine!

Call Megan
for Details and
Financial Options.

All Ages
Welcome!

Sponsored by Main St. BO (354-4332) & Ohio Ana Council downtownSwcnet org

Preferred Properties Co.
www PrelerredProportiesCo.com

1225 N. Main St. B.G

(419)353-5751
wwtv. TlxtyerBG.com

The Rca/ World:

Great Lakes Ford Nissan

laraml la coming to your emm/aua

Rt 25 N Bowling Green
1 mile north ol !he mall

Make your summer home at:
Haven House • Fox Run • Piedmont
Models Now Open
Extra Large Bedrooms

83m-8pm Monday
8an-6pm TuesrJay-Fnflay

419-353-52^1

www qreaiiake stord-nissan com

"We want to be your home away from home dealership"

AT GREAT LAKES FORD-NISSAN WE.,,

Mon-Fri. 8-12,1-4:30
Sat. 10-2

...gladly service your Ford, Lincoln-Mercury. Nissan vehicle regardless of where you purchased it. including all factory warranty work!
We'll also check lor any outstanding factory recalls that may be due.

"Bjto

Call

'

$

21 .95

^

Lube, Oil, Filter
Convenient Same Day Appointment
Excludes Diesels • Up to 5 Quarts • Expires 12/01/03

FREE

Membership privilege to newly renovated
Cherrywood Health Spa

3 young people 3 lives 3 stories of everyday
courage, uncertainty and hope

•Indoor Heated Pool -New Equipment
•Sauna
. -Updated Lighting
•HydraSpa Whirlpool
Professional Trainers Available
Now Renting for Summer

April 25,2004
BTSU Room 316
1:00 - 3:00 PM

Students and Faculty receive a 10%
discount w BGSU ID
(not valid with other offers)

<?

FREE

*~~'«>«--

Local Shuttle Service
to and from campus
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12 Thursday, April 22.2004

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

For Rent

The Daily Crossword Fix

KAPLAN

brought to you by

IBARTENDING! S300/day potential.
No exp. necessary. Training provided Call 800-965-6520 ext. 174.
400 counselors/instructors needed!
Coed summer camp in Pocono's PA
Lohlkan.800-488-4321 ,lohikan com
Chlldcare needed in our Sylvania
home (or our 12 and 14 yr. olds
Musi be avail, (or ihe entire summer.
June 10 - Aug. 25, between 8am5pm. Must have own car and two
references. Please send a one page
description o( your quaMicalions lo
P.O. Box 664 Sylvania. OH 43560
Full time summer child care wanted
in my Perrysburg home (or 3 children (ages 10.7.5). 5 daysawk
Stan May 10 Excell pay. Call Gina
419-877-4614 Of 419-878-4930
HAVEN'T FOUND THAT SUMMER
JOB YET? Island Bike & Cart
Rentals is still hiring for |Obs at PutIn- Bay!I Good pay. bonus and
housing avail Make SSS, have (un
a) Put-In-Bay!! Apply online:
PirMN-BAV.TRANS.COM or call
419-285-2016.
II you like working with data and
spreadsheets, then this is the job for
you! Continuing Education is looking
to hire a Clerical Assistant II. Duties
include extensive work in Excel.
keyboarding data, generating reports, record keeping and tiling. Advanced knowledge o( Excel is required We need a self-starter who
is motivated and possesses excellent organizational skills, S6 15/hr.
12-15 hrsAveek Applicant must be
willing to continue through Summer,
Fall and Spring semesters. Submit
your resume and two letters of recommendation to Karen Schwab,
Conlinuing & Extended Education.
40 College Pa^K Application deadline April 23
In-home chilo care for 15 mo son
Full time this summer. S7 50/hr
TYTH in the (all Must have car
Apply amahone^ bgnet 0gsu.edu
INCREDIBLE OPPORTUNITY!'
♦Entry level Customer sales/service
♦ Flexible schedules
♦Advancement potential
♦Great Resume builder
♦ 100 corporate scholar awarded
♦ Funenv. No exp necessary
♦Apply now! Continue during
summer
♦Conditions exist.
♦All ages 18+
Call now 419-861-6133 or apply @
worklorstudents.com/np
Lawn maintenance and landscaping
Pan and full time Call 352-5822
Now hiring for summer Raise money for BGSU while building your resume, work a flexible schedule and
earn $7.25/hr. on campus.
Call 372-0400 or email:
ryan.gallagher@rul(alocody com
Office cleaning evenings. 5-7
hrs/wk Own transportation
required Call 352-5822
On campus sorority house needs a
house steward. Flexible hours. Call
Claire at 419-214-3308 for more info
Sitter needed. Reliable, energetic
and creative person to watch boy(4|
and girl(3) in my Waterville home.
Summer hrs. Kat at 419-878-3429
Summer employment lull-time. Get
a tan & work outside. Opportunity (or
advancement Make S3000-S5000.
Positions avail throughout Ohio. Fill
out an application at www.iamcollegepro com

LIFEGUARDS WANTED FOR
SUMMER, S GATEKEEPERS
Portage Quarry. Bring certification
cards Classes for certification begin
now. Apply at 111 S. Main St.
SUMMER IN MAINE
Males and females
Meet new friends! Travel!
Teach your favorite activity
•Tennis
"Sail
•Water Ski
"Lacrosse
•Ropes
"Swim
'Gymnastics
June to August. Residential.
Enjoy our website. Apply on line
TRIPP LAKE CAMP for Girls:
1-800-997-4347
WWW,t"PP'*'">™mpcom
Summer Nanny for two elem. girls in
our BG home. Mon.-Thurs.. approx.
30-32 hrs/wk. Must have prior child
care experience 4 have own reliable
transportation. Call 419-352-1956
after 5:30.
SUMMER WORK AVAILABLE
Medina. Summit and
Cuyahoga Counties
Internships & Scholarships awarded
up to S7000.
Valuable work experience
Enjoyable work atmosphere
Flexible schedules
Increase your resume value
S400-S650 per week
INTERVIEWING NOW!
Medina County 330-239-9444
Summit County 330-929-7029
Cuyahoga County 440-777-7099
Wai! staff busers. and kitchen help.
Flexible hours, excellent money.
apply within. 419-893-2290
Yoko Japanese Restaurant
Call Tanglewood Golf Club
419-833-1725 for more info.

For Rent
"Efficiencies & studios avail, for
lease by the week, mo . sem. & year
All util. includ. Fully furn. cable TV.
Please call 352-1520 for more info.
"Lg & sm houses md. leases.low as
$220 mo., singles or groups
Lg. houses now have dishwashers!
926-930 E. Wooster. 6 bdrms
303 Merry. Lg porch, 3 liv., 5 bdrms
321 Marry A-C, 6 bdrms, gr shape
307 1/2 E Reed St ,3 bdrm.w/d. gar.
316 & 311 E. Merry Apts . lg.2 bdrm
Listings 24/7 located at 316 E. Merry
*3 also Elf Call 353-0325 9am9pm. Al! summer only rentals avail.
1 bdrm. unfurnished apt. avail, immediately. 1082 Fairview. Call 3525822
1 bedroom. May- August
S320 month. No Deposit
Call 419-494-1925.
1, 2 S 3 bdrm apis at 215-221
Manville. Available May & August.
Call 352-5239.
12 month leases starting
May 15, 2004:
404 E. Court • 2 bdrm apt
2 person S550 + util.
415 E. Court »B- 1 bdrm. apt.
1 person- $340* util.
605 5th A - 3 bdrm. apt.
3 person- $690 ♦ uti.
905 Mourning Dove - 3 bdrm. house
3 person- $1050 +util.
Smith Apartment Rentals
419-352-8917

2 bdrm. unlurn. apt. available
1082 Fairview Ave.
Call Steve at 352-5822
2004-2005
800 Third St. 1 & 2 bdrm. Free heat

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
22
24
26
27
30
31
32
33
34
35
38
39

water & sewer Call 354-9740.
3 bdrm.. Crlm St.. 1 1/2 blks from
campus. Lg. Ivg. rm.. Lg kitchen,
util rm, w/d. $825 plus util. Avail.
Mid-May. 419-352-7090. ,
4 bdrm. house. $1200 mo. ft utilities.
Avail. June. Off street parking avail.
327 E. Merry. 419-654-5716 or
419-352-1268
616th Second St.
1 bdrm. for rent.
Call 354-9740. ask for Lucy.
721 4th St. 3 bdrm., 2 baths, central
air, dishwshr. Avail. May 15. $800
mo. plus dep. & util.. 419-353-0494.
Apts. & Houses.
Singles & Groups.
No Pets 353-8206.
BGApls-618/822 2nd SI
2 BR Apts avail. May or August
$490 ♦ gas/elec. 12 mo. lease.
Smith Apt. Rentals 419-352-8917.
Buckeye Self Storage
Leasing self storage for the summer.

Call 419-352-1520.
Duplex, 3 bdrm , 2 bath, w/d, storage. Lease Call 419-467-1155
Eflic apt. 1/2 blk. from campus.
Avail. May 15th. $285 mo. incl. util.
Deposit required 419-686-4700
Graduate Student*
601 Third,1 bdrm.fum, 12 mo. lease
Undergrade
704 Fifth, 2 bdrm.fum, 9-12 mo.
rates. A/C. shuttle
Seniors, Grads, Couples
710 Seventh, 2 bdrm, unfurn, A/C,
dishwashers, shuttle, heat included
Let's talk..352-3445
House for rent, 3 bdrm. central air.
dish washer, 606 Clough.
$990 .util 419-873-0635.
K » K PROPERTIES
Avail. August 15th: Effic -1 1/2
Univ. Lane
1 bdrms.: 130 & 134 1/2 Univ.
Lane, 403 S. Grove;
2 bdrms.: 132 Ada Ave; 134 University Lane; 521 Pike *A
3 bdrm. houses: I Univ. Ln: 221
Leroy; 225 Manville; 625 N Main;
4 5 6 bdrms.: 303/305 S Main;
622 Fifth. 630 Elm
419-353-APTS(2787)
1135N Main St., BG

Subleasers wanted. Room in 2
bdrm apt, May-Aug, gas/cable incl.
$220 mo 121 State St. A-6 Across
from campus. 419-353-0500

1
5
10
14
15
16
17
19
20
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23
25
28
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32
35
36
37
40
42
43
45

Happy mollusk?
Russian villa
Put-up job
Top-notch
Immigration island
In addition
Pioneer filmmaker
Old World duck
Sniggler's prey
Paper quantity
Large flightless birds
Rock-boring tool
Oantley of the NBA
Moreover
Tot's bike
Romanov title
Terminate
Baby lox
Type of general
Make turbulent
-jongg
Burst out
Feed the kitty

GMAT

GRE

'Afraid You're fregnant?
Qet tested.
Reliable information on all options.
Supportive and professional .Please
call for an appointment

Worship Times
9 1 ^-Tniditioiud
Service
IO:30Sunday School
IIMl-Cunicmpurary
Senit e
200 Nunh Summit Slrwl

H.i*ling Qmn, (Him 4\U 12-2527
Ftone4l9.35J.903l
Pu4l9 153-5191
EHHU InnilsM umcl •*£
Praising and fmclaiming Christ

al Iht IItan uf Howling lirttn

1-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

From Only
$465!
• Ground floor ranch style
apartment with private
entrance
• Patio
• Spacious kitchen
• Laundry facilities
• Pets welcome
• Convenient on-site parking

aaam

N

GYPSYIANF

I Mom.jD.jpat

I'reunanc.v
Center
441 Fra«e 419.354.4673
www.bgpc.org
M-W(10-5),Th (10-7), Fri (10-1)
BG shuttle oft campus north route or
within walking dtstonce!

T>«

m..< «... i. ¥«7Ji

(1:10) 425 725 (10:05)

Home On The Range
(PG)
(1:20) 4:35 7:35 [9:40]

Kill Bill Vol. 2 (R)
(12:55) 4:05 7:05 [10:20]

The Punisher (R)
(1:00) 4:15 7:15 [10:25]

We'll take care ot you. Best price.
well maintained, privacy and
deadbolt security, large
apanments. 24-hr Maintenance.

H IGH LAND

t

FREE HEAT

(12:45) 4:00 7:10 [10:15]

Timss good 4/23/04 thru 4/29/04
( ) Denotes only show on
Sat. & Sun
[ ) Denotes showtlmes that don't
show on Mon, Tues. Wed.

Summer
Storage!

•

LSAT

419-353-7715 tSl
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NCLEX

KAPLAN

www.KAPTi:ST.< OM

709 5th Street
APARTMENTS

for Graduate students.

/•/■/■
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BakedfromMeatloaf
4 J>m HI 10 pm
.AI.IIIUM.-

I r, M\ kiked MiMtKhif served with
M.i-li.J l'ut.it,>iN. Gravy. CombrvaJ
HI.I

1 \>k--l.m

Two great lofts, one bdrm,
vaulted

ceiling,

skylight,

ceramic tile, high efficiency
heat, central air, dishwasher,
exhaust microwave, located
downtown w/ extra storage
lockers and laundry on-site.
S575 + utilities.
HIGHLAND MANAGEMENT
130 E.Washington Street, BG
419.354.6036
www.bghighlandmgmt.com

2 Bdrm., 2 Full Bath, C/A
Shuttle stop across the street
$500/monlh Full Year Lease
For Rental Information:
Contact Jack at
1-800-829-8638
or Steve at
*^ [419)352-1150
M

• BRAND NEW *
ATTENTION

STUDENTS

Management Inc.

A Toledo-Based Company

APPRENTICES:

FILLING UP FAST
STOP BY FOR LISTING

WE NEED YOU!
T.D.I, is a Large Company Looking for
Self-Motivated & Results-Driven Men and Women
to Start Immediately

$387-$762 Per Week
Full-time Summer Work, Internships, Valuable Work
Experience, Excellent Income, Awesome Atmosphere,
Incentive Based Vacation Packages, Incentives & Bonuses,
Job Training, and Advancement
Up To $6750 In Scholarships

419-539-7205

Call NOW!

Call 353-5800

/CfEfcCA
Management Inc.

WE OFFER

1-800-809-9006

Hlllsdale Apt., 1082 Fairview
1 & 2 Bdrm Apts./
3 Bdrm Twnhs.
Dishwasher - Garbage
Disposal -Washer/Dryer
Hook-up(2/3 bdrm)
Carports
FEW 3BDRM.
TOWNHOUSES LEFT
BGSU Bus stop

Management Inc.

-1 6 2Bedroom
Apartments

Evergreen Apt., 215 E Poe
Studios/1 bdrms/2bdrms
Starting at $2507Mo.
NOW HAVE 2BDRMS HERE
Laundry on site
BGSU bus stop

Bedroom

Toumhouses

• Carports

Carports

•IN THE 2 BDRM:

Washer & Dryer
Hookups

• Washer & Dryer
Hookups
• 1 & 1/2 BATHS

Call Today to
Reserve Unit:

2 Baths
Full Basement

Management Inc.

Heinzsite Apt.,
710 N. Enterprise
1 & 2 bdrms
Dishwasher/Garbage Disposal
Washer/Dryer in 2bdrms.
CLOSE WALK TO CAMPUS
Starting at S41S/Mo.

AfEfcCA
Management Inc.

352-1520
»»aW t< >WNE CENTBB
1234 N. Main St. (Rt. 23)
Bowling QrMn
Mall 419 3544447
Movla Tlmw 419-354-0558
www.woodlandtc.com
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BUCKEYE
SELF - STORAGE

Don't Make Extra Work
Leave Your "Things"!
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MANAGEMENT

•Near Campus
•Low Rates
•Open 24 Hours
•Summer Leases
•Clean
•Many Sizes

N

H

■■■

www.bfihlKhlandmgmt.com ,
S^_
li.Rnlandtgwcnct.org
^

Man on Fire (R)

tMSOTIWM

J

Additional Site to Choose
from: Summit Hill

Thirteen Going
On Thirty (PG-13)

On selected floor plans

Jay-Mar Apts. Newly
remodeled. All appliances.
Spacious, laundry facilities
in building, A/C, Gas
heat.Starting at $510

i

a
u

The Homestead

IGHIANE>

The Highlands- One
bedroom. Laundry facilities
in building. A/C, Quiet!
Starting at $375

Ship's pole
Iron worker?
Go against
In a fiendish way
Tractor-trailer
Church instrument
Film-critic Roger
Fathers
Slickly nonchalant
Verdi opera
Female military grp.
Backus or Bakker
Ike. initially
Cagers' org.

ANSWERS
8

V

• BRAND NEW *

419-354-6036

Trinity United
Methodist Church

64
65
66
67
68
69

More lovey-dovey
19th letter
Make current
Nixes
Pants
Do the crawl
Baseball stat
Chauffeur-driven wheels
"The Catcher in the Rye"
author
McKinley and Lupino
Perfect
Naked
Deadly poison
Clemency
Picnic pests

.,

Visit our website at
www.bgews.com

Winthrop Terrace Apts.
1 & 2 bdrm.apts. available
Call 419-352-9135

Low security deposits!
(Jay-Mar only)

46
48
50
51
55
57
59
60
61

MCAT

l-800-KAP-TEST

SluMmc Vvci iHt

M/ANAGEMENT

Military student
Drop down
Go fishing
Mai de _
Protect
_-Romeo (Italian car)
Prevailing condition
Broadway success
Cigar end
Strut nonchalantly
"American Mercury" founder
On the briny
Cuts the lawn
Persia, today
Kitchen gadget
Links norms
Preliminary version
and shine!
Fluff
Major conclusion?
Male turkeys
Crackle and Pop's pal
"A Shropshire Lad" poet
Salad-service piece
Takes care of
Opera song

,

THINKING ABOUT GRAD SCHOOL? LAW SCHOOL? MED SCHOOL?
CALL THE WORLD LEADER IN TEST PREP

Twinplex, 2 bdrm, 1 1/2 bath, a/c.
w/d. hook-up Avail. Aug. Prof./Grad.
Call 419-467-1155

130 E. Washington Si. Bowling<.nvn

,,,..„,

ACROSS

New 5th St 3 bdrm.. 2 bath. Avail
now through Aug. 9th. Discounted
rate. 419-354:2500.
Store front for rent. Next to Pita Pit.
across from campus. 1500 sq. ft.
Avail. June 1 Call 419-787-7577.

„

CALL 353-5800 Today!

/(fEfcCA
Management Inc.

BGSU BUS SHUTTLE SERVICE
I

Stop by the Office at
1045 N. Main St. or
check website
www.meccabg.cQm
for complete listing
for next year.

MM

